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Summary

Creator: Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, 1835-1910
Title: Samuel Langhorne Clemens collection of papers
Date: 1856-1938 [bulk 1870-1938]
Size: 717 items
Source: This is a synthetic collection, created from materials acquired through gift and purchase from various sources.
Abstract: This is a synthetic collection consisting of portraits, pictorial works, manuscripts, typescripts, correspondence from, to, and about the author, a diary for 1885, a notebook for 1895, portraits, and pictorial works.
Conditions Governing Use: For permission to publish, contact the Curator, The Henry W. and Albert A. Berg Collection of English and American Literature
Processing note: Processed by Staff; Machine-readable finding aid created by Lynn Lobash and Nina Schneider.

Creator History

Samuel Langhorne Clemens was an American novelist, short story writer, essayist, journalist, and literary and social critic. Born on November 30, 1835 he wrote fiction and non-fiction under the pseudonyms Mark Twain, Sieur Louis de Conte, Quentin Curtius Snodgrass, and Thomas Jefferson Snodgrass.

Custodial History
The bulk of the materials was previously owned by W. T. H. Howe and Owen D. Young. Other materials were previously owned by William Harris Arnold, Margaret Blackmer, the American Play Company, William F. Gable, Alan Norman Mendelson, and Seth Terry.

**Scope and Content Note**

This is a synthetic collection consisting of portraits, pictorial works, manuscripts, typescripts, correspondence from, to, and about the author, a diary for 1885, a notebook for 1895, portraits, and pictorial works. The manuscripts and typescripts include drafts and manuscripts of novels, short stories, poems, articles and essays, and lectures. The correspondence includes letters and telegrams, dating from 1867 to 1909, from the author to Sylvester Baxter, Elisha Bliss, Frank Bliss, Andrew Carnegie, Andrew Chatto, Chatto & Windus, his wife Olivia, his brother Orion Clemens, Frederick Duneka, Franklin Fuller, Fred J. Hall, William Dean Howells, Isabel Lyon, James R. Osgood, the Rev. Edwin P. Parker, James B. Pond, James Redpath, Henry Huddleston Rogers, Theodore Roosevelt, Percy Spalding, A. R. Spofford, Bram Stoker, Charlotte Teller, Irving S. Underhill, and to others. There are also a number of copies of letters in Isabel Lyon's hand. The correspondence also includes letters relating to the author, dating from 1862 to 1935, between various correspondents including N. M. Butler, Sir Hugh Walpole, Moncure Daniel Conway, Andrew Chatto, W. D. Howells, Frederick Duneka, Merle Johnson, J. N. Larned, Isabel Lyon, W. T. H. Howe, E. W. Nye, A. B. Paine, G. H. Putnam, F. N. Doubleday, Major James Burton Pond, Romaine W. Seaver, Thomas E. Sherman, P. T. Sherman, Bram Stoker, and others. Also present are letters to Clemens from Thomas Bailey Aldrich, William Dean Howells, Henry H. Rogers, and others.

**Key Terms**

**Genre/Physical Characteristic**
Correspondence  
Diaries  
Notebooks

**Names**
Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, 1835-1910  
Aldrich, Thomas Bailey, 1836-1907  
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Manuscripts and Typescripts

Manuscripts

Miscellaneous autograph materials. circa 1880 - 1910
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (14 items) (14 items)
Appointment books
Envelopes
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Acknowledgment of sympathy on the death of Susan Olivia Clemens, Holograph draft, signed. October 3, 1896
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Mourning etiquette
Acknowledgment card
Clemens, Susy, 1872-1896 (Subject)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

An Appeal from One that is Persecuted. circa July 18, 1872
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (19 leaves) (19 leaves)
Essays
Holland, J. G. (Josiah Gilbert), 1819-1881 (Subject)
Appeal from One that is Persecuted

[Autobiography] circa March 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (14 leaves) (14 leaves)
Authors, American--19th century—Biography
Biography
Clemens, Olivia Langdon, 1845-1904 (Corrector)
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)

Mailed to Frank Bliss on March 31, 1899, see OLC's letter UCCL 12101. Also SLC's UCCL 05571 (both Mar. 31, 1899).
Original Manuscript - S. L. Clemens Autobiography

Autobiography of the "Twain" family. Holograph MS, [1871]. 1871
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Fictional biography
Autobiography
Mark Twain's Autobiography Original MS +

Brief Biography of the Government: To the Editor of Harper's Weekly 1904
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Biography
Presidents--Election
Open letters
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919 (Subject)
Harpers Magazine Foundation (Recipient)
Brief biography of the Government [= Theodore Roosevelt], relating to election of 1904.
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Campaign Anthem. circa 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Elections
Campaign songs--United States
Satire
Hearst, William Randolph, 1863-1951 (Subject)
Target appears to be "Hurst": "O, gather, gather to the polls / And 'lect the bloody Hurst."
William Randolph Hearst ran for Governor of New York in 1906, for Lieutenant Governor in 1910, and for Mayor of New York City in 1905 and 1909.
SLC resident in New York City 1904-8.
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

[A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court]. Early holograph draft page. circa 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 page) (1 page)
American fiction--19th century
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:21
Manuscripts and Typescripts (cont.)

Manuscripts (cont.)

A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court. Holograph draft. circa 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (895 leaves) (895 leaves)
American fiction--19th century
[Wooden box]

Edmund Burke on Croker and Tammany, [1901]. 1901
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (28 leaves + 10 leaves) (28 leaves + 10 leaves)
Tammany HallMayors--ElectionSatire
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 18

Epigram on morals November 8, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
PhotographsEpigram
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Epigram on truth 1870 - 1910
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Epigram
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

The Experience of the McWilliamses with Membranous Croup. circa 1871
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (26 leaves) (26 leaves)
Short story
Date of composition suggested by Isabel Lyon. First published in Mark Twain's Sketches, Old and New. 1875.
The Experience of the McWilliamses with Membranous Croup

Extracts from Adam's Diary, draft. circa 1904
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (30 leaves) (30 leaves)
Short story
Varies slightly from the text as published in 1904.
Mark Twain- Adam's Diary - MS.

Following the Equator, related materials. More Tramps Abroad (UK title) circa July 7, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Travel writingTelegramsPromotional materialsTitlesBliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Recipient)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Following the Equator, Chapter 51. More Tramps Abroad (UK title) circa 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (8 leaves) (8 leaves)
Travel writingMacAlister, John Young Walker, Sir, 1856-1925 (Recipient)
Following the Equator Original Manuscript 8pp. Mark Twain

Fragment of six lines beginning “Sir Wm. Lockhart and the ladies of
England…” 1870 - 1910
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc (1896). c3. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Johnson, Merle De Vore, 1874-1935 (Editor)
Printed book: [Clemens], Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc (1896). c3.

The Gilded Age. Holograph page. February 1873 - April 1873
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Gilded Age (1873). c1. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Fiction
Printed book: [Clemens], Gilded Age (1873). c1.

The Gilded Age. Holograph page. February 1873 - April 1873
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
FictionWarner, Charles Dudley, 1829-1900 (Collaborator)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs
The Gilded Age, Holograph page. February 1873 - April 1873
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Fiction
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 15
"Give her soap & a towel but hide the looking-glass." December 31, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Tragedy of Pudd'nhead Wilson (1894). c1. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Epigram

A Horse's Tale circa 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (161 leaves) (161 leaves)
American fiction--20th century
Mark Twain - A Horse's Tale - MS

The House that Twain Built circa September 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
SketchesLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
The House that Twain Built
"I have a strong liking for music" 1870 - 1910
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

The Innocents Abroad, New Introduction. 1899. January 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Introductions
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Instructions for playing a book game, "Method of using." 1870 - 1910
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
instructions
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Lecture delivered in San Francisco October 1866
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
LecturesLecture notes
One Page MS of Mark Twain's First Lecture.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 bound volume) (1 bound volume)
Pacific OceanHawaiiFijiAustraliaTravel writing
Clemens More Tramps Abroad Part I

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 bound volume) (1 bound volume)
AustraliaTravel writing
Clemens More Tramps Abroad Part II

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 bound volume) (1 bound volume)
AustralasiaTravel writing
Clemens More Tramps Abroad Part III
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 bound volume) (1 bound volume)
AustralasialndiaTravel writing
Clemens More Tramps Abroad Part IV

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 bound volume) (1 bound volume)
IndiaTravel writing
Clemens More Tramps Abroad Part V

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 bound volume) (1 bound volume)
IndiaAfrica, SouthernTravel writing
Clemens More Tramps Abroad Part VI

The New Monument. Holograph note. circa 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], King Leopold's Soliloquy (1905). (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
SatireLéopold II, King of the Belgians, 1835-1909 (Subject)
Printed book: [Clemens], King Leopold's Soliloquy (1905).

Notes in sketch form for a lecture. Inscribed to Charles [Warren Stoddart] at end of British lecture tour, "Jan. 9, 1874. 10.30pm." January 9, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Berg Coll MSS Clemens

Notes regarding contract with Harpers for the publication of Tom Sawyer Detective and Joan of Arc. Mar. 26, 1895. March 26, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
ContractsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material) Harper & Brothers (Publisher)
Notes for Harper Contract +

Notice to the next burglars, and Affidavit to the court identifying silver. November 6, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in (Clemens), In the Clutch of Circumstance (1922). (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Printed book: (Clemens), In the Clutch of Circumstance (1922).

A Postal Case. To the Editor of the Advertiser. 1872?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Letters to the editorBoston Advertiser (Publication place)
SLC Postal Case Letter

[The Prince and the Pauper]. Page of holograph reading notes. 1876 - 1881
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Prince and the Pauper (1882). c7. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
notesFroude, James Anthony, 1818-1894 (Author in quotations or text extracts)
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Score sheetLittleton, Martin W. (Martin Wilie), 1872-1934 (Associated name) Littleton, Martin W., Mrs. (Associated name) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

[Simon Wheeler, Detective]. Holograph notes. 1878 - 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (14 leaves) (14 leaves)
Mystery and detective storiesUnfinished booksnotes
Mark Twain - The Missouri Detective Wheeler Story - MS

Bound in 2 vols. Vol. 1 1877 - 1878
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (293 leaves) (293 leaves)
Unfinished booksDetective and mystery stories

Manuscript Unpublished Mark Twain 1

Bound in 2 vols. Vol. 2. 1877 - 1878
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (235 leaves) (235 leaves)
Unfinished booksDetective and mystery stories

Manuscript Unpublished Mark Twain II

Some Learned Fables for Good Old Boys and Girls circa 1870 - 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (110 leaves) (110 leaves)
FablesLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
 Dating from Isabel Lyon’s note.
Some Learned Fables Mark Twain

A Speech to "Ladies," 1872, at anniversary festival of the Scottish corporation of London. circa 1872
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (14 leaves) (14 leaves)
Lecture notesSpeeches, addresses, etc.
Speech Ladies 1872 +

Statement regarding Elinor Glyn. Holograph MS, [1908]. September 27, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Press releasesGlyn, Elinor, 1864-1943 (Interviewer) Ashcroft, Ralph W. (Secretary)
Mark Twain Statement Re Elinor Glyn +

[Steam whistles]. Holograph, unsigned, undated. January 1906 - April 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Invective--HumorLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

The Stolen White Elephant. Holograph MS. circa 1882
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (119 leaves) (119 leaves)
Short story
The Stolen White Elephant etc. MS Mark Twain
Manuscripts and Typescripts (cont.)
Manuscripts (cont.)

[Thanksgiving Day in Vienna]. Holograph, unsigned, undated. 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Report
Date probably relatively soon after November 25, 1897.
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Those Annual Bills. Holograph poem, signed Mark Twain, undated. January 7, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Parody Poetry
Another copy was enclosed with his letter to To James T. Fields, 7 January 1875:
"My Dear Fields:
I send this original rough draft just as it was when I laid the pen down to welcome you two hours ago."
(See Huntington Library, California, UCCL 01175) This copy differs from version included in letter to Fields in lineation and format but shows almost exactly the same wording, cancelled alternatives and punctuation, which may indicate it was a copy SLC made for himself toward future publication.
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Those Extraordinary Twins circa 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (81 single and double leaves) (81 single and double leaves)
Fiction
11 pages at beginning and 8 pages at end are an early draft of the first chapter of Pudd'nhead Wilson.

Those Extraordinary Twins or Pudd'nhead Wilson Mark Twain Original Manuscript

"Time"-work. circa 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Paige Compositor machine Cost benefit analysis
Refers to prospect of Chicago Herald test of the Paige Compositor, which started in September 1894.

SLC MS Notes on "Time-" Work

When I was studying medicine. Holograph notes, unsigned, undated. 1906 - 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
notes Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Date from Isabel Lyon's comments.
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

"When the Lord finished the world, he pronounced it good." Holograph relating to The Innocents Abroad, signed and dated. November 6, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Epigram
Counted as letter to unidentified recipient by Mark Twain Project: Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 09218 (see citation/reference).
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 09218.

Tom Sawyer Abroad. By Huck Finn. Edited by Mark Twain. circa 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (284 leaves) (284 leaves)
Fiction

Tom Sawyer Abroad Mark Twain Original Manuscript

[Tom Sawyer Abroad], "Map of The Trip made by Tom Sawyer Erronort." circa 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Maps
[envelope] removed from holograph of Tom Sawyer Abroad.
Manuscripts and Typescripts (cont.)

Manuscripts (cont.)

_Crane, Theodore 1831 - 1889_
Tramp Abroad: Holograph MS of Chapter 22 circa 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (49 leaves + 1 leaf (letter)) (49 leaves + 1 leaf (letter))
Travel/Crane, Theodore 1831 - 1889 (Author)
A Tramp Abroad Original Autograph Manuscript on the 22nd Chapter

Tramp Abroad: Appendix A: The Portier 1878 - 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (25 leaves) (25 leaves)
Travel writing
Mark Twain The Portier

Tramp Abroad: Appendix B: Heidelberg Castle 1878 - 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (40 leaves) (40 leaves)
Travel writing
Mark Twain Heidelberg Castle

Tramp Abroad: Appendix C: The College Prison 1878 - 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (37 leaves) (37 leaves)
Travel writing
Mark Twain The College Prison

Tramp Abroad: Appendix D: The Awful German Language 1878 - 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (109 leaves) (109 leaves)
Travel writing
Mark Twain The Awful German Language

Tramp Abroad: Appendix E: Legend of the Castles called the "Swallow's Nest" & "The Brothers," as condensed from The Captain's Tale 1878 - 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (32 leaves) (32 leaves)
Travel writing
Mark Twain Legend of the Castle

Tramp Abroad: Appendix F: German Journals 1878 - 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (36 leaves) (36 leaves)
Travel writing
Mark Twain German Journals

Wanted--a Universal Tinker. Holograph MS. circa 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (10 leaves) (10 leaves)
Open letters
Wanted a Universal Tinker. S.L.Clemens
Published in The Century, December 1885.

[A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court/A Yankee at the Court of King Arthur] "Proof of descriptive circular." Holograph note. 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
notes
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:32b

Typescripts

Typescripts

Autobiographical account of a stay in England. Typescript. circa 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
EnglandTypescriptsAutobiography
m.b. ALS I - Q
Manuscripts and Typescripts (cont.)

Typescripts (cont.)

Be good, be good. A poem. Typescript with a few MS corrections and ANS along side of sheet. circa November 14, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TypescriptsPoetryBlackmer, Margaret Gray, 1897 - 1987 (Recipient)
No year given, but SLC met Blackmer in Bermuda in winter of 1908.
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs
ANS cited: Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 09266.

Copyright. A memorial respectfully tendered to the members of the Senate and House of Representatives. Typescript with author's MS corrections.
circa 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
CopyrightTypescriptsMemorandumsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
See G. H. Putnam to F. N. Doubleday, Jan. 19, 1909, in Related Correspondence.
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

The Cradle of Liberty. Typescript with pencil sketches with holograph inscriptions and explanations. March 6, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (26 leaves) (26 leaves)
SwitzerlandTravel writingTypescripts

The Cradle of Liberty - Mark Twain

Epigram on duty contributed to The Daily Bazaar, Nov. 28, 1902. November 28, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TypescriptsEpigramsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Extracts from Adam’s Diary: The Earliest Authentic Mention of Niagara Falls circa 1904
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (22 leaves) (22 leaves)
TypescriptsShort storyDiary fiction
Adam's Diary Mark Twain Autograph MS Signed

Following the Equator. Typescript with author’s emendations and additions.
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (261 leaves) (261 leaves)
Pacific OceanAustraliaTravel writingTypescripts
Following the Equator Original Manuscript Part I

Following the Equator. Typescript with author’s emendations and additions.
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (240 leaves) (240 leaves)
AustralasiaTravel writingTypescripts
Following the Equator Original Manuscript Part II

Following the Equator. Typescript with author’s emendations and additions.
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (242 leaves) (242 leaves)
IndiaSouth AfricaTravel writingTypescripts
Following the Equator Original Manuscript Part III

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (55 leaves) (55 leaves)
AustralasiaTravel writingTypescripts
Following the Equator Original Manuscript Not Used in Book
The Memorable Assassination. Emended typescript, 1898. September 17, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (10 leaves) (10 leaves)
AssassinationTypescriptsEssayReportage literatureElisabeth, Empress, consort of Franz Joseph I, Emperor of Austria, 1837-1898 (Subject)
The Memorable Assassination Clemens +

My Platonic Sweetheart. [ca 1898]. circa 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (14 leaves) (14 leaves)
TypescriptsShort storyLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
My Platonic Sweetheart Clemens+
Published posthumously in Harper's Magazine, December 1912 and in What Is Man?

Proposition for a Postal-Check, [ca 1899]. circa 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (15 leaves) (15 leaves)
TypescriptsProposals
Proposition to boost sales of books by mail by means of postal check.
Proposition for a Postal Check Clemens+

Manuscripts related to Clemens
Novelists, American--19th century—BiographyAuthors, American--19th century—BiographyManuscripts

Spalding, Percy, 1854 - 1930
Chatto & Windus. Manuscript memorandum including travel arrangements to be made for Clara Clemens, in Percy Spalding's hand. MS. July 20, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf)
MemorandumSpalding, Percy, 1854 - 1930 (Creator) Clemens, Clara (Subject)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Koerner, Bertha Marie, Clemens governess. Album. 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (39 leaves) (39 leaves)
AlbumsKoerner, Bertha Marie (Owner) Clemens, Olivia Langdon, 1845-1904 (Inscriber) Clemens, Susy, 1872-1896 (Inscriber) Clemens, Clara (Inscriber) Clemens, Jane Lampton, 1880-1909 (Inscriber)
Bertha Marie Koerner was German governess to the Clemens family. The inscriptions are farewells on her leaving Hartford.
Album of Clemens Governess

Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
Lyon, Isabel. Holograph notes on a photograph of Mr. Clemens and Col. Higginson. 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
notesLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Author) Howe, William T. H., 1874 – 1939 (Recipient) Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, 1835-1910 (Subject) Higginson, Thomas Wentworth, 1823-1911 (Subject)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
Lyon, Isabel. Holograph notes on books by S. L. Clemens. January 24, 1933 - November 16, 1938
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (76 leaves) (76 leaves)
notesLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Author) Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, 1835-1910 (Subject)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
Lyon, Isabel. Holograph notes on the Dr Parker letter. February 10, 1936
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
notesLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Author) Parker, Edwin Pond, 1836-1920 (Subject)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs
Manuscripts and Typescripts (cont.)

Manuscripts related to Clemens (cont.)

Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
Lyon, Isabel. Holograph notes on A. B. Paine's use of Clemens's letters.
March 5, 1936
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
notes
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Author) Howe, William T. H., 1874-1939 (Recipient) Paine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937 (Subject)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs
Notes quote a letter from Clemens to W. D. Howells, Jan. 24, 1908, and included letter from Howells to Clemens, July 8, 1908 (q.v.)

Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
Lyon, Isabel. Holograph notes on ink impression of SLC's right hand.
September 11, 1938
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
notes
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Author) Olney, Chanze Huntington (1873-1908)
m. b. Holographs

Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
1936-1939
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Visiting cards
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Author)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

"Mark Twain"-Cable readings. MS draft of program for music hall in Springfield, Mass., Nov. 7 [-8], 1884. November 7, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Playbills
Cable, George Washington, 1844-1925 (Performer)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

["Mark Twain"-Cable readings.] Draft announcement for joint reading tour, in Cable's hand. [Oct.? 1884]. October 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Announcements
Cable, George Washington, 1844-1925 (Performer) Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

["Mark Twain"-Cable readings.] Draft of agreement for dividing receipts of lecture tour, between Pond, Cable and Clemens. 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Contracts
Cable, George Washington, 1844-1925 (Performer) Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Stage manager)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

["Mark Twain"-Cable readings.] Draft of program for Wednesday [Oct. 15 1884?] 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Playbills
Cable, George Washington, 1844-1925 (Performer) Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Stage manager)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

["Mark Twain"-Cable readings.] Draft of 5 programs, November 1884, in SLC's hand. November 1, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs
"Mark Twain"-Cable readings. Draft of 3 programs, for Baltimore, Washington, Philadelphia, Toronto and Detroit. February 1885

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)

Playbills
Cable, George Washington, 1844-1925 (Performer) Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Stage manager)

Programs indicated for Baltimore, Washington, Philadelphia, Toronto and Detroit [Schedule for February 1885 included:
February 12 - Whitney's, Detroit, Michigan
February 13 - London, Canada
February 14 - Toronto, Canada
February 16 - Brockville, Canada
February 17 - Ottawa, Canada
February 18 & 19 - Queen's Hall, Montreal, Canada
February 18 - Tuque Bleue Snowshoe Club, Montreal, Canada
February 20 - Saratoga, New York
February 21 - New York, New York
February 23 - Opera House, New Haven, Connecticut
February 27 - Oratorio Hall, Baltimore, Maryland
February 28 - Congregational Church, Washington, D.C.]

October 1894 - December 10, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (152 leaves) (152 leaves)
Registers
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Owner)

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (20 leaves) (20 leaves)

Typescripts related to Clemens
Novelists, American--19th century—Biography
Authors, American--19th century—Biography
Typescripts

Harper, J. Henry (Joseph Henry), 1850-1938
Harper, J. H. Mark Twain's seventieth birthday party. Typescript, unsigned, undated. circa 1934
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)

Memoirs
Autobiography
Harper, J. Henry (Joseph Henry), 1850-1938 (Author) Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, 1835-1910 (Subject)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

from Joseph Henry Harper's memoir, "I Remember" (1934).

Kemble, E. W. (Edward Windsor), 1861-1933
Kemble, E. W., Illustrating Huckleberry Finn. 1929
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (10 leaves) (10 leaves)

Typescripts
Article
Kemble, E. W. (Edward Windsor), 1861-1933 (Author) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)

Two Typed Manuscripts re Mark Twain and Huckleberry Finn E. W. Kemble +
Manuscripts and Typescripts (cont.)

Typescripts related to Clemens (cont.)

Kemble, E. W. (Edward Windsor), 1861-1933
Kemble, E. W., Mark Twain and Huckleberry Finn. circa 1930
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
TypescriptsArticleKemble, E. W. (Edward Windsor), 1861-1933 (Author)
Two Typed Manuscripts re Mark Twain and Huckleberry Finn E. W. Kemble +

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (7 leaves) (7 leaves)
MemoirsStoriesBunker, Benjamin B. (Dubious author)
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge +

Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876
Teller, Charlotte. Foreword to a series of letters written by S. L. Clemens. Typescript. circa 1922
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
TypescriptsIntroductionsTeller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Author)
Letters sold at Anderson Galleries on March 14, 1922.
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Diaries (related to SLC)

American diariesDiaries

Pond, Ozias W. (1851-unknown)
Diary of Ozias W. Pond, 1885 January 1, 1885 - April 19, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (90 leaves) (90 leaves)
DiariesPond, Ozias W. (1851-unknown) (Author)
Pond, Ozias W. Holograph diary

Notebooks (related to SLC)

Notebooks

Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (11 written leaves) (11 written leaves)
ToursNotebooksPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Author)
Relates to S. L Clemens’s readings and visit to Winnipeg on July 26-28, 1895.
Pond, Major James Burton. Holograph notebook.

Correspondence

LettersCorrespondence

Outgoing Correspondence

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsAdams, Samuel H. (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07513

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey, AL to. Apr. 26, 1906. Copy in Isabel Lyon’s hand. April 26, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsAldrich, Thomas Bailey, 1836-1907 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
UCCL 07435 (original, Harvard).
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

[Allen], [Helen S.], ALS to. Apr. 25, 1908 April 25, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material) Allen, Helen, 1894- (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Helen Allen
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08280

Bangs, [John Kendrick], ALS to. Mar. 1-12, 1899. March 1, 1899 - March 12, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Bangs, John Kendrick, 1862-1922 (Recipient)
SLC Letter to Mr Bangs
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05600

Barbour, Dr. [T. S.], ALS to. Jan. 8, 1906. January 8, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Barbour, Thomas S. (Thomas Seymour), 1853-1915 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
(Writer of accompanying material)
Regarding Congo.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08249

Barbour, Dr. [T. S.], ALS to. Feb. 10, 1906. February 10, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Barbour, Thomas S. (Thomas Seymour), 1853-1915 (Recipient)
Regarding Congo.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08251

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsBarrett, Kate Waller, 1858-1925 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07399

Baxter, Sylvester, ALS to. Nov. 14, 1889. November 14, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Baxter, Sylvester, 1850-1927 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Regarding A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
Letters from Mark Twain to Sylvester Baxter
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02698.

Baxter, Sylvester, ALS to. Nov. 20, 1889. November 20, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Baxter, Sylvester, 1850-1927 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Regarding A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
Letters from Mark Twain to Sylvester Baxter
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02699.

Baxter, Sylvester, ALS to. Nov. 22, 1889. November 22, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Baxter, Sylvester, 1850-1927 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Regarding A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
Letters from Mark Twain to Sylvester Baxter
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02700.
Baxter, Sylvester, ALS to. Nov. 26, 1889. November 26, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Baxter, Sylvester, 1850-1927 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Regarding A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
Letters from Mark Twain to Sylvester Baxter
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02701.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Baxter, Sylvester, 1850-1927 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Regarding A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
Letters from Mark Twain to Sylvester Baxter
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02702.

Baxter, Sylvester, ALS to. [Dec. 8, 1889]. December 8, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Baxter, Sylvester, 1850-1927 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Regarding A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court Sunday [December 8, 1889].
Letters from Mark Twain to Sylvester Baxter
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02703.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Baxter, Sylvester, 1850-1927 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Regarding A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court
Letters from Mark Twain to Sylvester Baxter
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02705.

August 28, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals Beardsley, Lillian R. (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07507

Bell, [Curtis], ALS to. Dec. 31, 1893. December 31, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Bell, Curtis (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04655

Besant, Sir Walter, ALS to. Feb. 22, 1898. February 22, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Besant, Walter, 1836-1901 (Recipient)
Regarding Huckleberry Finn and what writers do not realize in their own work.
SLC ALS to Walter Besant
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05487

Billings, Mrs. David, ALS to, from Olivia Langdon Clemens and SLC, [Aug. 24, 1888]. August 24, 1888
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Clemens, Olivia Langdon, 1845-1904 (Collaborator) Underhill, Irving S., 1866-1937 (Collector) Billings, Mrs David (Recipient) Billings, Helen M. (Writer of accompanying material) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Mr & Mrs S.L.Clemens Joint Letter to Mrs. Billings
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02685.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Blackmer, Margaret, ANS to. Nov. 14, 1908 November 14, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Blackmer, Margaret, 1897 - 1987 (Recipient)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 09266

[Frank?] Bliss. January 22, 1870
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Bliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00415.
ALS at University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.

Bliss, [Elisha], ALS to. Mar. 11, 1870. March 11, 1870
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Bliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Frank Bliss Mar 11 1870
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00443.

Bliss, [Elisha], ALS to. Jul. 18, 1870. July 18, 1870?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Bliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Recipient)
Headed, “Elmira, 18th”.
Case spine conjectures July 18, 1870, but pasted label, inside cover and former Finding Aid
give [May?] 18, 1870.
SLC ALS to July 18, 1870
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00490

Bliss, [Elisha], ALS to. Oct. 28, 1870. October 28, 1870
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Bliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying
material)
SLC ALS to Bliss Oct 28 1870
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00516

Bliss, [Elisha], ALS to. Nov. 5, 1870. November 5, 1870
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Bliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying
material)
SLC ALS to Bliss Nov 5 1870
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00523

Bliss, [Elisha], telegram to. Dec. 17, 1870. December 17, 1870
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramsBliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying
material)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00550

Bliss, Elisha, ALS to. Mar. 17, 1871. March 17, 1871
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Bliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Bliss Mar. 17 1870
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02455.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Bliss, [Elisha], ALS to. Jun. 18, 1873. June 18, 1873
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Writings of Mark Twain (1899). v1. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Bliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Recipient)
Printed book: [Clemens], Writings of Mark Twain (1899). v1.
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00928

Bliss, [Elisha], ALS to. Mar. 20, [1880]. Previously: Mar. 20, [1873]. March 20, 1880?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Bliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Recipient)
No year. Original conjecture of 1873/74, but Union Catalog of Clemens Letters dates to 1880.
SLC ALS to Bliss Mar 20 1873
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02540

Bliss, [Elisha], ALS to. later Feb. 1875. Previously [n.d.]. circa February 12, 1875 - February 28, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Bliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Recipient)
No date in Finding Aid. Rear of letter gives early attribution to February 1875, Mark Twain Papers & Project gives date range of 1875.02.12 to 1875.02.28
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 10
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02486

[Bliss], Frank, ALS to. Feb. 1, 1869. February 1, 1869
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Bliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
SLC ALS to Bliss Feb 1 1869
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02446

[Bliss], Frank, ALS to. Aug. 20, 1878. August 20, 1878
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Bliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Frank Bliss Letter Aug 20 1878 +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02525

[Bliss], Frank, ALS to. Apr. 15, [1879]. April 15, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Bliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Frank Bliss Apr 15 1879
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02531

[Bliss], Frank, ALS to. Mar. 8, 1893. March 8, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Bliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Letter to Frank Bliss Mar 8 1893 +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04635

[Bliss], Frank, ALS to. Jan. 19, 1897. January 19, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Bliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05501.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

[Bliss], Frank, ALS to. Mar. 19, 1897. March 19, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Bliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05187

Bliss, [Frank], postscript ALS to. May 5, 1897. May 5, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Bliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05511

Bliss, [Frank], ALS to. May 3, 1897. May 3, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Bliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05511

Bliss, [Frank], draft of cablegram to. Oct. 1899. October 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramsBliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08750.

Boardman, [Jenny S.], ALS to. Mar. 25, 1887. March 25, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Boardman, Jenny S. (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02656

[Brown], [John], ALS to. Jun. 15, 1874. June 15, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in (Clemens), Paine, Mark Twain: A Biography (1912). c1. v1. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Brown, John, 1810-1882 (Recipient)
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02470

Brown, John, ALS to. Aug. 25, 1877. August 25, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (10 leaves) (10 leaves)
Brown, John, 1810-1882 (Recipient)
Mark Twain Letter 1877
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 01473

Buel, [Clarence C.], ALS to. Feb. 26, 1886. February 26, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Buel, Clarence Clough, 1850-1933 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Mark Twain - Buel ALS 1886
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03373

February 4, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsCaldwell, William Hay, 1859-1941 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07328
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

February 10, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals
Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07337 - original in Library of Congress.

Gilder, R. W., Johnson, R. U., Buel, C. C., ALS to the Editor of The Century Magazine. Aug. 12, 1888 August 12, 1888
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Gilder, Richard Watson, 1844-1909 (Recipient) Johnson, Robert Underwood, 1853-1937 (Recipient) Buel, Clarence Clough, 1850-1933 (Recipient)
The letter is addressed to “Dear Gilder, or Johnson, or Buell, or whichever Hellion is in command...”
Concerns a woman's autobiographical account of slavery.
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02684
SLC ALS to Editor of the Century

[Ceall?], Mr. D., AL to. Feb. 10, 1906. Copy in Isabel Lyon’s hand. February 10, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07338

Chatto, [Andrew], letter to. Dec. 10, 1877. December 10, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto, Andrew, 1841-1913 (Recipient) Hesse, Fanny C., (Secretary)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02519.

Chatto, [Andrew], AL to. May 29, [1879]. May 29, 1879?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto, Andrew, 1841-1913 (Recipient)
Year uncertain.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02532.

Chatto, [Andrew], ALS to. Aug. 19, [1879]. August 19, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto, Andrew, 1841-1913 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02533.

Chatto, [Andrew], AL to. Nov. 11, 1881. November 11, 1881
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Chatto, Andrew, 1841-1913 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02556.

Chatto, [Andrew], ALS to. Jul. 4, 1894. July 4, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Chatto, Andrew, 1841-1913 (Recipient)
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04912.
SLC ALS to Chatto Jul. 4, 1894
Correspondence (cont.)

Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Chatto, [Andrew], ALS to. Sep. 24, 1899. September 24, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Chatto, Andrew, 1841-1913 (Recipient)
Recommending Dr Kellgreu to restore Captain Dreyfus's health.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05620.

[Chatto and Windus], AL to. Apr. 20, 1880. Holograph copy, incomplete.
April 20, 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Conway, Moncure Daniel, 1832-1907 (Recipient) Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Correspondent)
Informing Chatto and Windus of Conway's status as business agent.
Clemens ALS to Conway
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02541

[Chatto and Windus], typescript note to. Jun. 10, 1882. June 10, 1882
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02563

[Chatto and Windus], typescript note to, Oct. 27, 1882, with memorandum in hand of O. L. Clemens. October 27, 1882
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02566

[Chatto and Windus], ALS to. Oct. 9, [1891]. October 9, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02563

C[hatto] and W[indus], ALS to. Nov. 10, 1892. November 10, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Underhill, Irving S., 1866-1937 (Collector) Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Fingerprint Letter Mark Twain
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04623

C[hatto] and W[indus], ALS to. Nov. 19, 1895. November 19, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Regarding Dreyfus case.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 10308

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Telegrams Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05237

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Telegrams Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Relates to last illness of Susy Clemens.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05240
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

[Chatto and Windus], ALS to. Aug. 19, 1896. August 19, 1896
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05241
C[hatto] and W[indus], ANS to. Nov. 13, 1896. November 13, 1896
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Requesting copy of book.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05244
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
[1 written side, 1 address]. Requesting copy of book.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05254
Chatto and Windus, APCS to. Feb. 3, 1897. February 3, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Unclear whether second digit of day's date is 6 or 8: April 16 or 18, 1897.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05500
Chatto and Windus, APCS to. Apr. 14, 1897. April 14, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05504
Chatto and Windus, ANS to. May 7, 1897. May 7, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05505.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Chatto and Windus, APCS to. May 21, 1897. May 21, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Regarding date of lease expiration.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05513

C[hatto] and W[indus], ALS to. Jul. 19, 1897. July 19, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Chatto & Windus Letter July 19 1897 +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05517

C[hatto] and W[indus], ALS to. Jul. 31, 1897. July 31, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Regarding need for extra postage to forward letters abroad.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05519.

Chatto and Windus, APCS to. Aug. 9, 1897. August 9, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05521

Chatto and Windus, ANS to. Nov. 11, 1897. November 11, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05523.

Chatto and Windus, APCS to. Dec. 18, 1897. December 18, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05524

C[hatto] and W[indus], ANS to. May 17, 1898. May 17, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05489.

C[hatto] and W[indus], ANS to. Jun. 29, 1898. June 29, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Asks how many books Chatto and Windus publish in a year.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05491.

C[hatto] and W[indus], ALS to. Sep. 26, 1898. September 26, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Relates to More Tramps Abroad.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05494.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Chatto and Windus, ANS to. Oct. 12, [1898]. October 12, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Visiting cardsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05496.

C[hatto] and W[indus], ANS to. Apr. 2, 1899. April 2, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Request for translation permission.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05602.

C[hatto] and W[indus], ALS to. Apr. 10, 1899. April 10, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Request for book.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05604.

C[hatto] and W[indus], ALS to. Apr. 25, 1899. April 25, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05605

[Chatto and Windus], telegram to. May 4, 1899. May 4, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Inquiring if Blanche Marchesi would be available to teach voice to daughter [Clara].
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05606.

[Chatto and Windus], telegram to. May 23, 1899. May 23, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
Arrival in England
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05608.

[Chatto and Windus], telegram to. May 25, 1899. May 25, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05609.

[Chatto and Windus], telegram to. May 31, 1899. May 31, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramsChatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05610

C[hatto] and W[indus], ANS to. [Jun.] 9, [1899]. June 9, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05613.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

C[hatto] and W[indus], ANS to. [Jun. 10, 1899]. circa June 10, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
No date, but note retracts the request of 6/9/99 to make it known that Mrs Clemens and two
daughters accompanied SLC on his visit, implying same day or shortly afterwards.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05614.

C[hatto] and W[indus], AL to. [Jun. 18, 1899]. June 18, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
The note is dated Sunday, and Percy Spalding notes that it was answered on "19/6/99,"
implying closest previous Sunday, June 18.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05615.

C[hatto] and W[indus], ANS to. [n.d.]. 1884 - 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 09057.

Christensen, Mrs. Margaret, AL to. Jan. 18, 1906. Copy in Isabel Lyon's
hand. January 18, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens ([1 leaf]) ([1 leaf])
JournalsChristensen, Margaret (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07631 - original at University of California, Mark Twain
Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.

Clark, Charles [Hopkins], AL to. Mar. 4, 1906. Copy in Isabel Lyon's hand.
March 4, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens ([1 leaf]) ([1 leaf])
JournalsClark, Charles Hopkins, 1848-1926 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07362.

Clemens, Jean, 6 letters to. Nov. 8, 1906 to Nov. 30, 1908. Copies in
Isabel Lyon's hand. November 8, 1906 - November 30, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (9 leaves) (9 leaves)
JournalsClemens, Jane Lampton, 1880-1909 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
(Secretary)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07563 ;
[08273] (see separate item) ;
[07664 - original in J.S.Copley Library, La Jolla, CA] ;
[08136 - original in Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, UCBerkeley] ;
08141 ; 08153 ; 08289.

Clemens, Jean, ALS to. [Jan. 14], 1907. circa January 14, 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Clemens, Jane Lampton, 1880-1909 (Recipient)
SLC to Jean 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08273.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Clemens, Olivia Langdon, ALS to. Aug. 18, [1872]. Previously given as Aug. 21, [1872]; Mark Twain Project Aug. 19, [1872]. August 18, 1872?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Clemens, Olivia Langdon, 1845-1904 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00795.

Clemens, Olivia Langdon, 3 AN to. [1902/03] 1902 - 1903?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Clemens, Olivia Langdon, 1845-1904 (Recipient)
Sent to OLC when she was ill, inventing a private code. The notes are undated.
SLC to Mrs Clemens
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08809.

[Clemens], [Orion], ALS to. [Mar.?] 10, [1871]. March 10, 1871
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Clemens, Orion, 1825-1897 (Recipient)
Letter dated "Buf. 10th," with no month or year. The year is reliably inferred as 1871, and the month is given as March by Union Catalog of Clemens Letters.
Mark Twain
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02453.

[Clemens], [Orion], draft AL to. Feb. 9, [1879]. February 9, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (9 leaves) (9 leaves)
Clemens, Orion, 1825-1897 (Correspondent) Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 51
Draft, missing first page, enclosed with letter to Howells, Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02529.
(Sent version of letter, UCCL 01631, in University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.)

Clemens, Will M., ALS to. Jun. 6, 1900. June 6, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Clemens, William Montgomery, 1860-1931 (Recipient)
Will M. Clemens, no relation to SLC, sought permission to publish a biographical work, and SLC refused.
SLC ALS to Will M. Clemens
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08202.

[Cleveland], [Grover], ALS to. Mar. 18, 1906. March 18, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Cleveland, Grover, 1837-1908 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07365

February 21, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals Collier, Mrs. Robert (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07352, as "Sarah S. Collier," for original in University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.

Conway, Moncure Daniel, ALS to, mutilated. Apr. 20, 1880. April 20, 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Conway, Moncure Daniel, 1832-1907 (Recipient) Bliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Subject) Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Subject)
Clarifying situation between Chatto & Windus and Frank Bliss.
Clemens ALS to Conway
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 01787.
Corcoran, Colonel, ALS to. [189-] 1890 - 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Corcoran, John W. (Recipient)
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 9
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04564.

[Crane], Theodor, ALS to. Nov. 18, [1879]. Previously Nov. 18, [n.y.].
November 18, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Crane, Theodore, 1831 - 1889 (Recipient)
Year as given by Union Catalog of Clemens Letters.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02536.

Dodge, Mary Mapes, ALS to. Nov. 9, 1880. November 9, 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Dodge, Mary Mapes, 1830-1905 (Recipient)
Letter to Mrs Mary Mapes Dodge Clemens Nov 19, 1880
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02545.

[Dolby?], [George], ALS to. Dec. 16, 1889. December 16, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Dolby, George, d. 1900 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02704.

Donaldson, Thomas, ALS to. Aug. 6, 1885. August 6, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Donaldson, Thomas, 1843-1898 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02620.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens ([1 leaf]) ([1 leaf])
Journals Doubleday, Frank Nelson, 1862-1934 (Recipient)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07445.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens ([1 leaf]) ([1 leaf])
Journals Doubleday, Frank Nelson, 1862-1934 (Recipient)
Additions to "What is Man?"/"Gospel".
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02209.

Drake, F. S., ALS to. Dec. 26, [1870?]. circa December 26, 1870
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Drake, Francis S. (Francis Samuel), 1828-1885 (Recipient)
Year uncertain.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02790.

Duneka, Frederick, ALS to. Sept. 12, [1901]. September 12, 1901
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Mark Twain Ten Original Letters +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08218.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Jan. 3, [1902]. circa January 3, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Year approximate.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08224.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Sept. 11, 1902. September 11, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Mark Twain Ten Original Letters +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08228.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Sept. 15, 1902. September 15, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
SLC ALS to FA Duneka Sept. 15 1902
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08229.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. [1902] circa 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
No date.
Mark Twain Ten Original Letters +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 01344.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Jan. 7, 1904. January 7, 1904
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Mark Twain Ten Original Letters +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08235.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Jan. 8, 1904. January 8, 1904
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Mark Twain Ten Original Letters +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08236.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Feb. 17, 1904. February 17, 1904
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Mark Twain Ten Original Letters +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08238.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Jul. 20, 1905 July 20, 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to FA Duneka July 20 1905
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08241.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Oct. 2, 1905. October 2, 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Mark Twain Ten Original Letters +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08244.
Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. [Oct. 1905]. October 1905?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (7 leaves) (7 leaves)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Date given as October 3, 1907 or October 10, 1907 by Union Catalog of Clemens Letters.
SLC Autograph Letter Signed 1905
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08276.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Oct. 31, [1906]. October 31, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
No year given.
Mark Twain Ten Original Letters +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08270.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Jun. 3, 1908. June 3, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to FA Duneka Sept. 15 1902
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08015.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. Dec. 30, 1908. December 30, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Mark Twain Ten Original Letters +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08290.

Duneka, [Frederick], ALS to. [stamped Aug. 19, 1909]. November 30, 1908? -
August 19, 1909
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Date stamped on letter. Union Catalog of Clemens Letters gives date of after November 30, 1908.
Mark Twain Ten Original Letters +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08282.

[Fairbanks], [Mrs A. W.], ALS to. Nov. 26 [1868?]. circa November 26, 1868
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Fairbanks, Mary Mason (Recipient)
Dated Nov. 26, Thanksgiving Day, and by content before his marriage in 1870, giving a combination that happened in 1868.
Mark Twain ALS to Mrs Fairbanks
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02767.

Fitzgibbon, [George H.], ALS to. Jun. 19, [1873?]. circa June 19, 1873
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Fitzgibbon, George H. (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Mr Fitzgibbon June 19
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00929.

Fitzgibbon, [George H.], ALS to. Dec. 21, [1873?]. December 21, 1873
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Fitzgibbon, George H. (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Mr Fitzgibbon Dec 21
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 01012.

Fitzgibbon, [George H.], ALS to. Dec. 30 [1873?]. December 30, 1873
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Fitzgibbon, George H. (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Mr Fitzgibbon Dec 21
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 01020.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

[Frisbie], [Thomas S.], facsimile of letter to. Oct. 25, 1897. Unknown correspondent. October 25, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Frisbie, Thomas S., 1828 - 1903 (Recipient)
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 17
Original letter at Lehigh University, PA: Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05302.
See http://digital.lib.lehigh.edu/remain/index.html

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsFrost, Lowell (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07322.

Fuller, [Franklin], ALS to. Aug. 20, [1878?]. August 20, 1878
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Fuller, Frank (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Frank Fuller Aug. 20 1878
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02526.

Fuller, [Franklin], ALS to. Nov. 11, 1885. November 11, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Fuller, Frank (Recipient)
Mark Twain ALS to Mr Fuller Nov. 11 1885
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02622.

Fuller, [Franklin], ALS to. Oct. 16, 1889. October 16, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Fuller, Frank (Recipient)
Frank Fuller Letter Clemens +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02696.

Garth, [Douglas], ALS to. Oct. 9, 1896. October 9, 1896
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Garth, Douglas (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Garth Oct 9 1896
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05242

Gerard, Henri, ALS to. May 5, [1871]. May 5, 1871
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Gerard, Henri (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02456.

Gerhardt, [Karl and Hattie], TL to. Oct. 23, [1882]. October 23, 1882
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Gerhardt, Karl, 1853-1940 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
No year.
SLC ALS to Karl Gerhardt Oct 23 1882 2 ALS +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02565.

[Gerhardt], [Karl], ALS to. Jun. 28, [1885]. June 28, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Gerhardt, Karl, 1853-1940 (Recipient)
No year.
SLC ALS to Karl Gerhardt Oct 23 1882 2 ALS June 28 1885 +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02618.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

July 21, 1903
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Gilder, Richard Watson, 1844-1909 (Recipient) Alden, Henry Mills, 1836-1919 (Recipient)
Introducing George Daulton.
SLC ALS to Gilder, Watson
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08234

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Goodman, J. T. (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Letter to Goodman +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04573.

[Gregory], [Augusta, Lady], ALS to (incomplete). [Mar. 9, 1903]. March 9, 1903
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Gregory, Lady, 1852-1932 (Recipient)
First page missing; date and place from Union Catalog of Clemens Letters.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 06589.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jul. 12, 1886. July 12, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1: 2
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02636.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jul. 16, 1886. July 16, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1: 3
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02637.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jul. 21, 1886. July 21, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1: 4
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02639.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Aug. 6, 1886. August 6, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1: 5
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02640.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Aug. 17, 1886. August 17, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1: 6
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02641.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Aug. 19, 1886. August 19, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1: 7
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02642.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Aug. 28, 1886. August 28, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 double leaves & 1 leaf) (2 double leaves & 1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:8
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02643.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Sep. 4, [1886]. September 4, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Year taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:109
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02644.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Sep. 11, 1886. September 11, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:9
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02643.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Sep. 30, [1886]. September 30, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
No year; year taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:113
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02646.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jul. 12, 1887. July 12, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:14
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02664.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jul. 15, 1887. July 15, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:15
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02665.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Sep. 2, 1887. September 2, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:21
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02673.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Sep. 8, 1887. September 8, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:23
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02674.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. May 7, 1888. May 7, 1888
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:29
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02682.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Nov. 12, 1888. November 12, 1888
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:31
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02686.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Sep. 5, 1889. September 5, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:32
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02694.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Apr. 19, 1890. April 19, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:33
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04552.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jun. 30, 1890. June 30, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:34
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04553.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Sep. 3, 1890. September 3, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:35
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04554.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Oct. 15, 1890. October 15, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:36
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04557.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Oct. 23, 1890. October 23, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:37
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04559.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Nov. 30, 1890. November 30, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:38
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04561.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. [Dec. 13, 1890]. December 3, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
No date. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:107
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04562.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Dec. 15, 1890. December 15, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:39
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04563.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 3, 1891. February 3, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:40
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04565.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 13, 1891. February 13, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:41
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04567.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 13, 1891. February 13, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:42
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04566.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 14, 1891. February 14, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:43
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04568.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 15, 1891. February 15, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:44
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04569.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 17, 1891. February 17, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:45
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04570.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. [Feb. 22, 1891]. February 22, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Dated Sunday. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:105
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04571.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 27, 1891. February 27, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:46
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04574.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Mar. 10, 1891. March 10, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:47
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04576.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Mar. 12, 1891. March 12, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:48
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04577.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Mar. 29, 1891. March 29, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:49
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04578.
Correspondence (cont.)

Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Apr. 3, 1891. April 3, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:50
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04580.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Apr. 4, 1891. April 4, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:51
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04582.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Apr. 9, 1891. April 9, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:52
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04583.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Apr. 14, 1891. April 14, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:53
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04584.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. May 4, 1891. May 4, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:54
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04585.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. May 13, 1891. May 13, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:55
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04586.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. May 13, 1891. May 13, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:56
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04587.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. May 20, 1891. May 20, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:58
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04589.

Hall, [Frederick J.], AL to. June 17, 1891. June 17, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:59
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04590.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jul. 10, 1891. July 10, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf and 1 leaf) (1 double leaf and 1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:60
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04591.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jul. 26, 1891. July 26, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:61
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04592.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Aug. 7, 1891. August 7, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:62
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04593.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Aug. 24, 1891. August 24, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:63
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04594.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Sep. 15, 1891. September 15, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:65
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04595.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Oct. 16, 1891. October 16, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:66
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04597.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Oct. 20, 1891. October 20, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:67
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04598.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Nov. 7, 1891. November 7, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:68
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04599.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Nov. 8, 1891. November 8, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:69
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04600.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Nov. 19, 1891. November 19, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:70
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04601.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Nov. 22, 1891. November 22, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:71
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04602.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Nov. 27, 1891. November 27, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:72
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04603.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Dec. 1, 1891. December 1, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:73
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04604.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS fragment to. [Dec.] [1891?]. December 1891?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
End of letter wishes "Merry Xmas," location appears to be Germany (SLC in Germany for
Christmas 1891); year conjectured by original arrangers, misplacing it earlier in the year.
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:64
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters not found.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Dec. 22 & 23, 1891. December 22, 1891 - December
23, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:73A
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04605.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jan. 6, 1892. January 6, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:74
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04606.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jan. 25 & 27, 1892. January 25, 1892 - January 27,
1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:75
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04608.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 2, 1892. February 2, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:76
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04609.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 5, 1892. February 5, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:77
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04610.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Mar. 8, 1892. March 8, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:78
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04612.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 4, 1892</td>
<td>Hall, Fred J.</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 4, 1892</td>
<td>Hall, Fred J.</td>
<td>Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 24, 1892</td>
<td>Hall, Fred J.</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 9, 1892</td>
<td>Hall, Fred J.</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 22, 1892</td>
<td>Hall, Fred J.</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves &amp; 1 leaf) (2 leaves &amp; 1 leaf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 24 &amp; Jul. 27, 1892</td>
<td>Hall, Fred J.</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (4 double leaves) (4 double leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 5, 1892 [i.e. Oct. 5, 1892]</td>
<td>Hall, Fred J.</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 5, 1892 [i.e. Oct. 5, 1892]</td>
<td>Hall, Fred J.</td>
<td>Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 13, 1892</td>
<td>Hall, Fred J.</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf, 1 double leaf &amp; 2 leaves) (1 leaf, 1 double leaf &amp; 2 leaves)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Correspondence (cont.)

Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Hall, [Frederick J.], AL to. Nov. 24, 1892. November 24, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04624.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Dec. 12, 1892. December 12, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:89
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04626.

Hall, [Frederick J.], AL to. Dec. 28, 1892. December 28, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Hall Dec 28 1892
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04627.

Hall, [Frederick J.], AL to. Jan. 24, 1893. January 24, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04628.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jan. 28, 1893. January 28, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:90
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04629.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jan. 28, 1893 (second). January 28, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:91
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04630.

Hall, [Frederick J.], AL to. Feb. 3, 1893. February 3, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves & 1 leaf) (2 double leaves & 1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04631.

Hall, [Frederick J.], AL to. Feb. 3, [1893], postscript. February 3, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf & 1 double leaf) (1 leaf & 1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04631.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 5, 1893. February 5, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:92
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04632.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Feb. 25, 1893. February 25, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04633.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Mar. 2, 1893. March 2, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:93
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04634.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Mar. 8, 1893. March 8, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:94
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04636.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Mar. 13, 1893. March 13, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:95
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04637.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. May 5, 1893. May 5, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:96
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04395.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. May 8, 1893. May 8, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:97
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04640.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jun. 2, [1893]. June 2, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Hall Jun 2 1893
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04408.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jun. 3, 1893. June 3, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:99
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04644.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jun. 26, 1893. June 26, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:100
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04645.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jul. 3, 1893. July 3, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Hall Jul 3 1893
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04646.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jul. 18 & Jul. 22 [1893]. July 18, 1893 - July 22, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:86&87
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04647.
Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jul. 26, 1893. July 26, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:101
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 01633.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Aug. 6, 1893. August 6, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf & 2 leaves) (1 double leaf & 2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:102
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04648.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Aug. 9, 1893. August 9, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04649.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Aug. 14, 1893. August 14, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Hall Aug 14 1893
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04437.
Cue words of Berg Collection letter does not match UCCL exactly and date appears firmer than indicated by UCCL.
Part of letter or other draft in University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.
Note enclosed that pages 3, 4, & 5 of Berg letter appear in Mark Twain's Letters as part of letter to Hall of July 30, 1893 (pp. 592-93).

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. [Oct. 24, 1893]. October 24, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Date Tuesday p.m. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:110
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08978.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jan. 6, 1894. January 6, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:103
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04906.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Jan. 14, [1894]. January 14, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:104
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04907.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Sep. 5, [1894]. September 5, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Letter refers to revising Tom Sawyer Abroad and to quarantine in New York.
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters has no corresponding entry.
Letter is a postscript and lacks first part, but no letter to Hall at this date.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. Oct. 24 [n.y.]. October 24, 1885 - October 24, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Date range covers the vast majority of SLC's extant letters to Hall, excepting a few stray items written later when this type of note would not have been written.
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:106
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08977.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. [n.d.] circa April 15, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Refers to a dinner, apparently to mark passing of International Copyright Act of 1891 (March 3). Dinner of American Copyright League was held on April 13, 1891, in NYC, presided over by E. C. Stedman.
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:57
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08979.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ANS to. [n.d.]. 1885 - 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Date range covers the vast majority of SLC's extant letters to Hall, excepting a few stray items written later when this type of note would not have been written.
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:108
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05229.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. [n.d.]. 1885 - 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:111
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08982.

Hall, [Frederick J.], ALS to. [n.d.]. 1885 - 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:112
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08980.

Hall, [Frederick J.], & C[harles L. W]ebster, ALS to. Aug. 15, 1887. August 15, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Hall, Fred J. (Recipient) Webster, Charles L., 1851-1891 (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1: 18
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02668.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsHall, William Theodore, 1870 - 1924 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07394.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Harper, J. Henry (Joseph Henry), 1850-1938 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to J Henry Harper
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05001.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Harper, [J. Henry], ALS to. Aug. 5, 1896. August 5, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc (1896).
c2. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Harper, J. Henry (Joseph Henry), 1850-1938 (Recipient)
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05238.

[Harvey], Colonel [G. B. M.], ALS to. Oct. 9, [1901]. October 9, 1901
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Harvey, George Brinton McClellan, 1864-1928 (Recipient)
Relates to SLC's "Edmund Burke on Croker and Tammany."
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08219.

Hathaway & Pond, postcard to. Nov. 25, [1879]. Previously: Nov. 25, [n.y.].
November 25, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS A-Hi
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 10797, assigned to James B. Pond alone.

Healy, [George P. A.], ALS to. [Mar. 25, 1879]. Previously [1868?]. March 25, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Healy, G. P. A. (George Peter Alexander), 1813-1894 (Recipient)
Dated "Tuesday"; date here taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Letter to Mr Healy +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02530.

Howells, Mrs. W. D. , ALS to. [Feb. 26, 1878]. February 26, 1878
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Howells, Elinor Mead, 1837-1910 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02522, as to both W. D. Howells & Elinor M. Howells. First part to WDH at Houghton Library, Harvard University.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jun. 15, [1872]. June 15, 1872
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 1
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00756.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Mar. 20, [1874]. March 20, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 3
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02468.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 22, [1874]. August 22, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 4
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02472.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Sep. 2, [1874]. September 2, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 5
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02473.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Sep. 20, [1874]. September 20, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 2
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02474.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Oct. 24, [1874]. October 24, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 7
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02475.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Oct. 24, [1874] (second). October 24, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 6
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02476.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 8
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02478.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. [Nov. 20, 1874]. Fictionally dated Nov. 16, 1935. November 20, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (15 leaves) (15 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 9
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02477.
Dateline "Boston, Nov. 16, 1935" and addressed to "Livy".

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Dec. 8, [1874]. December 8, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 10
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05257.

Howells, [William Dean], TLS to. Dec. 9, 1874. December 9, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 11
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02481.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Dec. 18, [1874]. December 18, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf & 2 leaves) (1 double leaf & 2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 12
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02482.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. [Dec. 13, 1874]. Previously Sunday [Dec? 1874] December 13, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
UCCL Dec. 13, 1874,
m.b. ALS to Howells 13
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02481.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jan. 26, [1875]. January 26, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 14
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02483.

Howells, Mrs W. D., ALS to, mutilated; with postscript to W. D. Howells.
[Feb. 1875], circa February 14, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Howells, Elinor Mead, 1837-1910 (Recipient) Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 15
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02485. Listed as William Dean Howells and Elinor M. Howells.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Feb. 10, [1875]. February 10, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 16
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02487.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Mar. 1, [1875]. March 1, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 17
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02488.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Apr. 23, [1875]. April 23, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf & 3 leaves) (1 double leaf & 3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 18
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02489.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Apr. 24, [1875]. April 24, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 19
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02490.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jun. 25, [1875]. June 25, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 20
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02491.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jul. 5, [1875]. July 5, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 21
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 01247.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jul. 13, [1875]. July 13, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 22
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02492.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Sep. 18, [1875]. September 18, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (7 leaves) (7 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 23
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02493.
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Oct. 4, 1875. [i.e. Nov. 4, 1875] November 4, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
This letter was actually written on November 4, 1875, according to Michael B. Frank, editor of Mark Twain's Letters, vol. 6, 1874-1875.
m.b. ALS to Howells 24
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 10307.
Ascribed to November 4, 1875: Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02494.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Oct. 19, [1875]. October 19, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 25
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02495.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Nov. 23, 1875. November 23, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 26
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02496.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jan. 11, 1876. January 11, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 26a
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02497.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jan. 18, 1876. January 18, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 27
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02498.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Apr. 3, 1876. April 3, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 28
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02499.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Apr. 22, 1876. April 22, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 29
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02500.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Apr. 26, [1876]. April 26, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 30
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02501.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. May 1, 1876. [correctly 1877] May 1, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 correspondence card) (1 correspondence card)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
Misdated "76" by SLC, actually 1877.
m.b. ALS to Howells 31
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 01422.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. May 4, 1876. May 4, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 32
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02502.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 9, 1876. August 9, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 33
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02503.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 23, [1876]. August 23, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 34
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02504.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Sep. 14, [1876]. September 14, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 35
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02505.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Oct. 11, [1876]. October 11, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (9 leaves) (9 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 36
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02508.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. May 29, [1877]. May 29, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 37
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02509.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jun. 27, [1877]. June 27, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 38
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02510.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jul. 4, [1877]. July 4, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 39
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02511.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 3, [1877]. August 3, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 double leaves) (4 double leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 40
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02513.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 25, 1877, and Aug. 27, 1877. August 25, 1877 - August 27, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (20 leaves) (20 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
Postscript dated "Aug. 27"
m.b. ALS to Howells 41
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02515, giving addressees William D. Howells and Elinor M. Howells.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 29, 1877. August 29, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 42
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02516.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Sep. 19, 1877. September 19, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 43
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02516.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Friday [Dec. 28, 1877]. December 28, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
Note on folder gives dating as 27th, but closest Friday is 28th, as in UCCL.
m.b. ALS to Howells 44
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02521.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Sunday Night [Dec. 23, 1877]. December 23, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
Precise date taken from UCCL.
m.b. ALS to Howells 45
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02520.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Wednesday PM [Jul. 11, 1877]. July 11, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
Precise date taken from UCCL.
m.b. ALS to Howells 46
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02512.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. May 4, [1878]. May 4, 1878
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 47
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02523.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. May 26, [1878]. May 26, 1878
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf and 3 leaves) (1 double leaf and 3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 48
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02524.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Nov. 17, [1878]. November 17, 1878
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 49
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02527.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jan. 21, [1879]. January 21, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 50
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02528.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Feb. 9, [1879]. February 9, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (15 leaves) (15 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 51
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02529.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Sep. 15, [1879]. September 15, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 52
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02534.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Oct. 9, [1879]. October 9, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 53
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02535.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Nov. 28, [1879]. November 28, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 54
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02537.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jan. 8, [1880]. January 8, 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 55
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02538.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Mar. 11, 1880. March 11, 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves & 2 leaves) (2 double leaves & 2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 56
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02539.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. [May] 6-7, 1880. Previously [Jun.] 6-7, 1880. May 6, 1880 - May 7, 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (13 leaves) (13 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
Letter gives “Thursday 6th /80” and “Friday 7th,” combinations matching only May in 1880, not June, the earlier attribution.
m.b. ALS to Howells 57
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02542.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jun. 9, 1880. June 9, 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 58
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02543.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Correspondence Type</th>
<th>Recipient</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>59</td>
<td>Oct. 24, 1880</td>
<td>ALS to Howells</td>
<td>Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>Dec. 24, 1880</td>
<td>ALS to Howells</td>
<td>Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 double leaves) (3 double leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>61</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 1881</td>
<td>ALS to Howells</td>
<td>Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (25 leaves) (25 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>62</td>
<td>Feb. 27, 1881</td>
<td>ALS to Howells</td>
<td>Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>63</td>
<td>Oct. 26, 1881</td>
<td>ALS to Howells</td>
<td>Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>Dec. 16, 1881</td>
<td>ALS to Howells</td>
<td>Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (7 leaves) (7 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>Jan. 28, 1882</td>
<td>ALS to Howells</td>
<td>Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (8 leaves) (8 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Jun. 22, 1882</td>
<td>ALS to Howells</td>
<td>Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (5 leaves) (5 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>67</td>
<td>Oct. 3, 1882</td>
<td>TL to Howells</td>
<td>Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Nov. 4, 1882</td>
<td>TL to Howells</td>
<td>Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Howells, [William Dean], TL to. Mar. 1, 1883. March 1, 1883  
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)  
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)  
m.b. ALS to Howells 69  
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02569.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jul. 20, 1883. July 20, 1883  
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)  
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)  
m.b. ALS to Howells 70  
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02571.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 22, 1883. August 22, 1883  
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)  
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)  
m.b. ALS to Howells 71  
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02572.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jan. 7, 1884. January 7, 1884  
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (5 leaves) (5 leaves)  
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)  
m.b. ALS to Howells 72  
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02573.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Feb. 2, 1884. February 2, 1884  
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)  
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)  
m.b. ALS to Howells 73  
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02576.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Apr. 8, 1884. April 8, 1884  
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (7 leaves) (7 leaves)  
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)  
m.b. ALS to Howells 74  
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02578.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 31, 1884. August 31, 1884  
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (9 leaves) (9 leaves)  
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)  
m.b. ALS to Howells 75  
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02586.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Sep. 17, 1884. September 17, 1884  
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)  
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)  
m.b. ALS to Howells 76  
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02587.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Sep. 17, 1884. (second) September 17, 1884  
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)  
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)  
m.b. ALS to Howells 77  
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02588.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Feb. 27, 1885. February 27, 1885  
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)  
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)  
m.b. ALS to Howells 78  
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02605.
Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. May 5, 1885. May 5, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 79
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02610.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jul. 21, 1885. July 21, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 80
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02619.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Oct. 18, 1885. October 18, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 81
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02621.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Dec. 2, 1885. December 2, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 82
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02623.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jan. 3, 1886. January 3, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 83
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02627.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. May 19, 1886. May 19, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (8 leaves) (8 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 84
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02635.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Feb. 15, 1887. February 15, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 85
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02655.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 22, 1887. August 22, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 86
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02655.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jul. 13, 1889. July 13, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 87
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02691.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Jul. 24, 1889. July 24, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 88
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02692.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 24, 1889. August 24, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 89
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02693.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Sep. 22, 1889. September 22, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 90
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02695.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Dec. 23, 1889. December 23, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 91
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02706.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Feb. 24, 1891. February 24, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 92
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04572.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Feb. 28, 1891. February 28, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 93
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04575. Postscript from Olivia Langdon Clemens.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Apr. 4, 1891. April 4, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 94
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04581.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. May 20, 1891. May 20, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 95
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04588.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. May 12, 1893. May 12, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 96
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04641.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Feb. 23, 1897. February 23, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 97
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05505.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 16, 1898. August 16, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 98
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05492.

51
Howells, William Dean, ALS to. Dec. 30, 1898. December 30, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 99
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05499.

Howells, William Dean, ALS to. Apr. 2, 1899. April 2, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves& 1 leaf) (2 double leaves& 1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 100
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05601.

Howells, William Dean, ALS to. May 12, 1899. May 12, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 double leaves) (3 double leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 101
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05607.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 102
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05616.

Howells, William Dean, ALS to. Sep. 26, 1899. September 26, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 103
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05621.

Howells, William Dean, ALS to. Oct. 19, 1899. October 19, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 104
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05624.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 105
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08197.

Howells, William Dean, ALS to. Mar. 14, 1904. March 14, 1904
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 106
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08237.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals, Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary) Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07355, for original in Houghton Library, Harvard University.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 107
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08262.
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Journals: Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary) Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08262.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
Date taken from UCCL
m.b. ALS to Howells 110
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08263.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals: Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07508, for original in Houghton Library, Harvard University.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Aug. 12, 1908. August 12, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 108
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08284.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to. Apr. 17, 1909. April 17, 1909
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS to Howells 109
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08292.

Johnson, [Joseph], [Jr.] ALS to. Oct. 21, 1903 October 21, 1903
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Johnson, Joseph, Jr. (Recipient)
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 11
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 06747.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Johnson, Robert Underwood, 1853-1937 (Recipient)
Year supplied by UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 13
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08220.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals: Jones, David Morgan (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07579, for original in University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

[Kitton], [Frederic G.], ALS to. Nov. 8, 1886. Previously unidentified recipient. November 8, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Kitton, Frederic George, 1856-1904 (Recipient)
Recipient identified in UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 3
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05490.

Knickerbocker Trust Co., draft ALS to President and Directors. [Oct. 25-26, 1907]. October 25, 1907 - October 26, 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary) Knickerbocker Trust Company, New York (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07915.

Krantz Hotel, draft telegram to. [before Jun. 7, 1899]. circa June 7, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramsHotel Krantz, Wien, Österreich (Recipient)
Letter from SLC to Percy Spalding, June 7 [1899] relates to same.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05611.

Langdon, Charles J., draft ALS to. after May 23, 1906. circa May 25, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Langdon, Charles Jervis, 1849 - 1916 (Correspondent) Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Approximate date as given in UCCL.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 10675.

Larned, [Josephus N.], ALS to. Nov. 1, 1900. November 1, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Larned, J. N. (Josephus Nelson), 1836-1913 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
SLC ALS to Larned
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08209.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsLorch, Paula (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07281.
Finding Aid gives full name as Mrs Emil Sorch.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Lumley, Arthur, ca. 1837-1912 (Recipient) Bunker, Benjamin (Subject)
Concerns stories about Mark Twain described in interview by General Bunker, bound at end of volume (Mark Twain's First Story, and Mark Twain's Reckless Gambling).
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 8
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08207.

Lyon, Isabel, ALS to. Aug. 15, [1905]. August 15, 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Miss Lyon+
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08242.
Correspondence (cont.)

Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

MacAlister, [John Y.], ALS to. Feb. 21, 1907. February 21, 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
MacAlister, John Young Walker, Sir, 1856-1925 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07658.

MacAlister, [John Y.], ALS to. Apr. 14, 1897. April 14, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
MacAlister, John Young Walker, Sir, 1856-1925 (Recipient)
Following the Equator Original Manuscript
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05507.

MacArthur, [James], ALS to. May 26, [1900]. May 26, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
MacArthur, James (Recipient)
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 12
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08201.

Munro [David A.], ALS to. Feb. 8, [1905]. Previously Feb. 8, [n.y.]. February 8, 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Munro, David A. (David Alexander), 1848-1910 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 06995.

Murray, [T. Douglas], ALS to. May 2, 1900. May 2, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Murray, T. Douglas (Recipient)
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 5
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08198.

Nast, [Thomas], ALS to. Nov. 12, [1877]. November 12, 1877
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (9 leaves) (9 leaves)
Nast, Thomas, 1840-1902 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Nast
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02518.

[Natkin], "Marjorie" [Gertrude], AL to. Mar. 2, 1906. Previously
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsNatkin, Gertrude, 1890 - 1969 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Previously misidentified as Flemming and/or Brekinridge.
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07361, for original in University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsNatkin, Gertrude, 1890 - 1969 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Previously misidentified as Flemming and/or Brekinridge.
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07401, for original in University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)


Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsNatkin, Gertrude, 1890-1969 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Previously misidentified as Flemming and/or Breckinridge.
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07401, for original in University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.

[Natkin], "Marjorie" [Gertrude], AL to. Apr. 8, 1906. Previously [Flemming Breckinridge], Marjorie. Copy in Isabel Lyon's hand. April 8, 1906

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
JournalsNatkin, Gertrude, 1890-1969 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07421, for original in University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.

Nelson, [Henry L.], ALS to. Oct. 23, [1889]. October 23, 1889

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Nelson, Henry Loomis, 1846-1908 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02697.

Nichols, [Clara A.], postcard to. Jan. 27, 1898 [postmark]. January 27, 1898

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Nichols, Clara A. (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05486.

[Nunally], Francesca, AL to. Nov. 1, 1908. November 1, 1908

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Nunally, Frances, 1891-1981 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08285.

Nye [Edgar W. (Bill)] and Riley [James W.], ALS to. Mar. 4, 1889. March 4, 1889

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Nye, Bill, 1850-1896 (Recipient) Riley, James Whitcomb, 1849-1916 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02688.


Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary) Noel, Lillie T. (Recipient)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07374.

Norris, Charles G., ALS to. Sept. 17, 1908. September 17, 1908

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Norris, Charles Gilman, 1881-1945 (Recipient)
ALS Mark Twain Re What Is Man 1908
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08285.

Osgood, [James R.], ALS to. Mar. 30, 1881. March 30, 1881

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Osgood, James R. (James Ripley), 1836-1892 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Osgood Mar 30 1881
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02551.
Osgood, [James R.], ALS to. Oct. 28, 1881. October 28, 1881
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Osgood, James R. (James Ripley), 1836-1892 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Osgood Oct 28 1881
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02555.

Osgood, [James R.], ALS to. Dec. 29, 1881. December 29, 1881
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Osgood, James R. (James Ripley), 1836-1892 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
SLC ALS to Osgood Dec 29 1881
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02559.

Osgood, [James R.], ALS to. Mar. 4, 1882. March 4, 1882
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Osgood, James R. (James Ripley), 1836-1892 (Recipient)
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 2
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02561.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Osgood, James R. (James Ripley), 1836-1892 (Recipient)
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 2
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02562.

Parker, [Rev. Edwin P.], ALS to. Dec. 24, 1880. December 24, 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 double leaves) (3 double leaves)
Parker, Edwin Pond, 1836-1920 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02547.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Sep. 27, [1876]. September 27, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02506.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 11, [1876?]. October 11, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Stamped “Redpath Lyceum Bureau / Oct 20 1876 / Hathaway & Pond”
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02507.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ANS to. [Feb. 28, 1884]. Previously [Feb. 27?, 1884]. circa February 28, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Date taken from Mark Twain Project.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02577.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02580.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jul. 8, 1884. July 8, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Programmer)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02581.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jul. 15, 1884. July 15, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02582.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jul. [23?], [1884]. July 23, 1884?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Letter dated Wednesday & follows note of July 15, 1884.
MarkTwainProject.org gives July 23, 1884;
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08909.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jul. 28, 1884. July 28, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02585.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Sep.] 20, [1884]. September 20, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Plaintiff-appellant)
Dated Saturday 20th, in 1884 combination matches September.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02590.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Sep. 26, 1884. September 26, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02591.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 2, 1884. October 2, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02593.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 11, 1884. October 11, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02594.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Letter dated Sunday; asks for provisional lecture schedule for November and first half of December.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02592.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 15, 1884. October 15, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02593.

[Pond], [Major James Burton], AN to. [Oct.] [15?], [1884]. With ["Mark Twain"-Cable readings.] Draft of program for Wednesday [Oct. 15, 1884?].
October 15, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf (of 3 leaves)) (1 leaf (of 3 leaves))
Cable, George Washington, 1844-1925 (Performer) Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Stage manager)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02595.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Oct. 19, 1884]. Previously: Sunday
[Nov.? 1884] October 19, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02584.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 22, 1884. October 22, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02596.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 23, 1884. Previously [before Oct. 15?], circa October 23, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Letter dated Oct. 84; sends second day’s program and promises Gerhardt’s plaques for Saturday or Sunday.
MarkTwainProject.org gives Oct. 23, 1884; Bancroft.Berkeley.edu/MTP/ gives after Oct. 27, 1884; consulted 10/17/2012.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02598.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 24, 1884. October 24, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02597.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Oct. 28?, 1884]. October 28, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03012.
Correspondence (cont.)
Correspondence (cont.)

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 31, [1884]. Previously [n.y.]
October 31, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Year taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project, which gives Oct. 28 without query.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02599.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Nov. 11, 1884. November 11, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03023.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Nov.] 15, [1884]. November 15, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03025.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Dec. 22, 1884. December 22, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02601.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Feb. 3, 1885. February 3, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02604.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Mar. 14, 1885. March 14, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02606.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [April, before April 15, 1885]. April 1, 1885 - April 14, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02608.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Apr. 15, 1885. April 15, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02609.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Apr. 19, 1885]. Previously [Dec. 1884?]. April 19, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Dated Sunday, inviting Pond to performance of The Prince and the Pauper at home.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02607.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. May 16, 1885 May 16, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02611.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. May 17, [1885]. Previously May 17, [n.y.]. May 17, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02612.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jun. 3, 1885. June 3, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02614.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jun. 17, [1885]. June 17, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02615.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jun. 18, 1885. June 18, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02617.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Dec. 8, 1885. December 8, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02618.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Dec. 28, 1885. December 28, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02624.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Jan. 4, 1886]. Previously Monday [1885?]. January 4, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02626.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jan. 10, 1886. January 10, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02629.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Jan. 20, 1886]. Previously, [n.d.]. January 20, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Dated Wednesday. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02632.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. May 3, 1886. May 3, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02634.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Nov. 13, [1886]. Previously Nov. 13, [n.y.]. November 13, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Year taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02649.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Nov. 18, 1886. November 18, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02650.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Nov. 30, 1886. November 30, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02652.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Dec. 3, 1886. December 3, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02653.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Apr. 25, [1887]. April 25, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02659.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Dec. 30, 1887. December 30, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02681.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02687.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jul. 2, 1889. July 2, 1889
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02689.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 13, 1890. October 13, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04556.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 17, 1890. October 17, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04558.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Nov. 29, 1890. November 29, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04560.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [1890-1891] 1890 - 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04551.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Nov. 14, 1893. November 14, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04654.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Feb. 12, 1894]. Previously, Monday [n.d.]. February 12, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Date taken from revised UCCL/Mark Twain Project, though he says he sails for Europe in 3 weeks but writes again on The Players paper on April 20, 1894.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08953.

Pond [Major James Burton], ALS to. [ca. Feb. 27, 1894]. Previously [1894]. circa February 27, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
More precise dating from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Isabel Lyon dated the letter to 1888, hence the case-spine.
SLC ALS to Pond 1888
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08817.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Apr. 20, 1894. April 20, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04910.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. May 1, 1895. May 1, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04991.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. May 24, 1895. May 24, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (6 leaves) (6 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04992.

Pond, [Major James Burton], postcard to. Jun. 8, 1895. June 8, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 postcard) (1 postcard)
PostcardsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters gives date and place unknown.
Postmarked "Elmira, NY / Jun 8 / 5-PM / 1895" and
further postmarks for "NY, 6 - 9 - 95," at "8-1A" and "10 A".
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08124.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jun. 9, 1895. June 9, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recording engineer)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04993.

Pond, [Major James Burton], postcard to. Jun. 9, [1895] (postscript to ALS for same date). June 9, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 postcard) (1 postcard)
PostcardsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters [04993?]. No UCCL entry for cue.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jun. 11, 1895. June 11, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04994.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04995.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jun. 17, 1895. June 17, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04996.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04997.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 postcard) (1 postcard)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters dates the postcard before June 19, 1895. Postmark
"Elmira, NY / Jun 21 / 9-PM / 1895" and "P.O.N.Y. / 6-22-95 / 7-1A".
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04884, classified as fragment.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jul. 1, 1895. July 1, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04999.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jul. 2, 1895. July 2, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05000.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Nov. 30, 1895. November 30, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05003.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Aug. 10, [1896]. August 10, 1896
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05239.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Jun. 18, 1897]. June 18, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Letter undated, date from postmark: "Chelsea / 8.15.PMBerg
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05516.

Pond, Maj. J[ames] B[urton], postcard to. [Jun. 21, 1897]. June 21, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Letter undated, date from postmark: "London / 12.15.AM / JU21 / 97" ;
UCCL/Mark Twain Project regards date as unknown, giving: **.**.****.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08948.

Pond, [Major James Burton], draft telegram to. [Jul. 6, 1897]. July 6, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05515.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Jul. 8, 1897]. Previously: [July 9, 1897]. July 8, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Letter dated "Thursday night" and postmarked "London S.W. / 12.15 AM / JY 9 / 97", so previous day inferred, i.e., July 8, as in UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08947.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [Jul. 11, 1897]. Previously [Jul. 12, 1897]. July 11, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Letter undated and postmarked "London S.W. / 12.15 AM / JY 12 / 97", so inferred as written previous day, i.e., July 11.
UCCL/Mark Twain Project regards it as undated: ** * * ****
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08951.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jul. 20, 1897. July 20, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05266.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Sep. 17, 1897. September 17, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05289.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Mar. 15, 1898. March 15, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05488.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 7, 1898. October 7, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05495.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Nov. 6, 1898. November 6, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05498.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Apr. 4, 1899. April 4, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05603.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Pond, [Major James Burton], postcard to. [Jul. 17, 1899]. circa July 17, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Postcards Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Place inferred from postmark: "Rosendala / 17 / 7 / 1899". Other cards identified as from Sanna are postmarked Rosendala.
Dated cards from Sanna are postmarked a day after the writing date, so date of writing probably July 16.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters [09043?]
Cue appears to correspond with UCCL 09043, which is given as unknown addressee and unknown date in both UCCL and by Mark Twain Project.

Pond, [Major James Burton], postcard to. Sep. 1, 1899. September 1, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Postcards Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05619.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Sep. 26, 1899. September 26, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05622.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 19, 1899. October 19, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05625.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 31, 1899. October 31, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05626.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Jul. 1, 1900. July 1, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08203.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Aug. 12, 1900. August 12, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08204.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Sep. 14, 1900. September 14, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08205.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 4, 1900. October 4, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08206.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 31, 1900. October 31, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08208.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Nov. 13, [1900]. November 13, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08210.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Sunday [Nov. 1900?]. November 1900?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Address at 14 W 10th Street corresponds with that of ALS of Nov. 13, 1900.
UCCL/MARK TWAIN PROJECT gives no date: **.**
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08683.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ANS to. Dec. 3, 1900. December 3, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08211.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Dec. 29, [1900]. December 29, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08212.

Pond, [Major James Burton], TL to. Apr. 24, 1901. April 24, 1901
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08215.

Pond, [Major James Burton], TL to. May 20, 1901. May 20, 1901
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08216.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ASL to. [Sep. 8, 1901]. September 8, 1901
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Date inferred from letter and envelope: letter is dated Sunday 5.30 p.m., and postmark is "Ampersand / Sep / 7 PM / 8 / 1901"; a Sunday.
UCCL gives: "1901.09.** circa";
Mark Twain Project: Sep 1901.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08213.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ASL to. Sep. 12, [1901]. September 12, 1901
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08217.
Pond, [Major James Burton], postcard to. Oct. 26, [1901?]. October 26, 1901?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Postcard is postmarked in "New York Oct 28 / 10 AM / Kingsbridge" and "New York, N.Y.-STA
O / Oct 28 / [??] PM / [1901?]": this implies posting from Riverdale and processing en route to
Pond at Everett House, 216 Fourth Avenue, and the year, though unclear and faint, appears
to be 1901.
UCCL/Mark Twain Project give no year: Oct. 26, ****.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07293.

Pond, [Major James Burton], postcard to. Jul. 5, [1902]. July 5, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08226.

Pond, [Major James Burton], postcard to. Oct. 24, [1902]. October 24, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Year date taken from postmark.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08231. Misidentified as being addressed to S. E. Moffett,
rather than passing his address on to Pond.

[Pond], Major [James Burton], ALS to. Oct. 30, 1902. October 30, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 06476.

[Pond], Major [James Burton], LS to. Dec. 4, 1902. In Isabel Lyon's hand.
December 4, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 06991.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
The card is addressed to Col. J. B. Pond, but he finished the Civil War as a major; may
indicate forgetfulness on SLC's part or early acquaintance.
It is "written in the gorgeous violet ink which Twain used at Hartford and in Europe from the
mid-1870s to June 1880" (Franklin R. Rogers, Introduction to Simon Wheeler, Detective
[NYPL, 1963], xix).
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 06991.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Feb. 17, [n.y.]. February 17, 1880 -
February 17, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Writes of poor receptions for lecturers in Hartford and of Mme Greville.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 06580.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Mar. 9, [n.y.]. March 9, 1880 - March 9, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Dear Pond,
I wish I could but I can't.
Yrs truly,
Mark.
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 06442.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Nov. 17, [n.y.]. November 17, 1880 - November 17, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07623.

Pond, [Major James Burton], APCS to. [Nov. 28, n.y.]. November 28, 1870 - November 28, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08952.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. Sunday [n.d.] 1870 - 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08954.

[Pond, Major James Burton], ALS to. [n.d.] 1870 - 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08949.

Pond, [Major James Burton], APCS to. [n.d.] 1870 - 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PostcardsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08944.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [n.d.] 1870 - 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08774.

Pond, [Major James Burton], ALS to. [n.d.] 1870 - 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08946.

Pond, Major [James Burton], ALS to. [n.d.] 1870 - 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08945.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Post Office official, ALS to. [187-]. June 1, 1870 - August 31, 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Dated Elmira, Tuesday. Isabel Lyon dates the letter to "any summer between 1871 & 76," based on handwriting and content.
SLC ALS to Post Office Official
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 11232. Identified as Elmira Postmaster.
Accompanied by note by Isabel Lyon to W. T. H. Howe, Aug. 22, 1938. 1 leaf.

"The Publishers," ALS to, Feb. 9, 1895. February 9, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Mark Twain ALS to Publishers
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04989. Addressee treated as Unknown by UCCL/Mark Twain Project.

Redpath, [James], ALS to. Jan. 22, [1871]. January 22, 1871
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Redpath, James, 1833-1891 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to James Redpath
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00561.
Accompanied by note by Isabel Lyon in the form of ALS to W. T. H. Howe, July 20, 1936. 3 leaves.

Redpath, [James], ALS to. Sep. 15, 1871. September 15, 1871
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Redpath, James, 1833-1891
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02457.

Redpath, [James], ALS to. Jul. 18, 1872. July 18, 1871
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Redpath, James, 1833-1891 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00769.
Accompanied by note by Isabel Lyon in the form of ALS to W. T. H. Howe, July 19, 1936. 1 leaf.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsReid, Robert, 1862-1929 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07437. Original in private collection.

Rice, Thorndike, ALS to. Jan. 3, 1885. January 3, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Rice, Allen Thorndike, 1851-1889 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02602.

December 31, 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsRidgway, William H. (William Hance), 1856-1945 (Recipient)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07283.

Riggs, [Kate Douglas Wiggin], ALS to. [Dec. 7?, 1906]. December 7, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Wiggin, Kate Douglas Smith, 1856-1923 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Mrs Riggs
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08271.
Accompanied by note by Isabel Lyon for W. T. H. Howe, Aug. 22, 1938. 1 leaf.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

December 2, 1870
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (7 double leaves) (7 double leaves)
JournalsRiley, John Henry, 1823-1872 (Recipient)
J. H. Riley's first name is also given as James in some sources that are generally reliable, but
John is favored by the most reliable, including the Mark Twain Project.
SLC ALS to J.H.Riley Dec 2 1870
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00547.

Riley, [John H.], ALS to. Mar. 3, [1871]. March 3, 1871
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Riley, John Henry, 1823-1872 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00582.

Riley, [John H.], ALS to. Oct. 9, [1871]. Previously Oct. 9 [1870]. October 9,
1871
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Riley, John Henry, 1823-1872 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Telegram: UCCL 00550.

Riley, [John H.], ALS to. Jan. 4, [1872]. January 4, 1872
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Riley, John Henry, 1823-1872 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00706.

Rockefeller, [John D.], [Jr.], AL to. Mar. 20, 1906. Copy in Isabel Lyon's
hand. March 20, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
(Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07395

Rogers, [Emelie], AL to. Mar. 4, 1907. Copy in Isabel Lyon's hand. March 4,
1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsEmelie (Emilie) Augusta Randel (Hart) Rogers, 1847 - 1912 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
(Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02254, for original to Emelie R. Rogers at St. Lawrence
University, Canton, NY.

Rogers, H[enry] H[uttleston], ALS to. Mar. 4, 1894. March 4, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04908.

Rogers, H[enry] H[uttleston], ALS to. May 31, [1894]. May 31, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to H.H.Rogers May 31 1894
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04911.
Correspondence (cont.)

Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Rogers, [Henry Huttleston], ALS to. Aug. 25, 1894. August 25, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to H.H.Rogers Aug 25 1894
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04913.

Rogers, [Henry Huttleston], ALS to. Sep. 9, 1894. September 9, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909
SLC ALS to H.H.Rogers Sept 9 1894
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04914.

Rogers, [Henry Huttleston], ALS to. Oct. 7, 1894. October 7, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to H.H.Rogers Oct 7 1894
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04915.

Rogers, [Henry Huttleston], ALS to. Dec. 22, 1894. December 22, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (3 double leaves) (3 double leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to H.H.Rogers Dec 22 1894
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04916.

Rogers, [Henry Huttleston], ALS to. Dec. 27, 1894. December 27, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to H.H.Rogers Dec 27 1894
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04915.

Rogers, [Henry Huttleston], ALS to. Jan. 23, 1895. January 23, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to H.H.Rogers Jan 23 1895
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04987.

Rogers, [Henry Huttleston], ALS to. Jan. 29, 1895. January 29, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to H.H.Rogers Jan 29 1895
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04988.

Rogers, [Henry Huttleston], ALS to. Apr. 29, 1895. April 29, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to H.H.Rogers Apr 29 1895
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04990.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04998.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
Previously identified as addressed to Mrs Rogers.
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07493.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Rogers, H[enry] H[uttleston], holograph drafts of telegrams [1906 or 1907].
June 1, 1906 - September 1, 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Telegrams
Rogers, Henry Hurtleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
Isabel Lyon dates the drafts (of the same telegram) to the summer of 1906 or 1907.
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters, not listed.

Rogers, [Mary B.], AL to. Sep. 6, 1906. Copy in Isabel Lyon's hand.
September 6, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Journals
Rogers, Mary Benjamin (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Mary B. Rogers was the wife of Henry Hurtleston Rogers II.
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07509, for original to Mary B. Rogers, at Columbia University, dated August 28. Also transcript 07518 at University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley, dated September 6.

Rogers, [Mary B.], Extract from AL to. October 13, 1906. Copy in Isabel Lyon's hand.
October 13, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Journals
Rogers, Mary Benjamin (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Mary B. Rogers was the wife of Henry Hurtleston Rogers II.
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07544, for letter to Mary B. Rogers, October 12-17, 1906 at Columbia University, New York.

Rogers, [Mary B.], AL to. Nov. 8, 1906. Copy in Isabel Lyon's hand.
November 8, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals
Rogers, Mary Benjamin (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Mary B. Rogers was the wife of Henry Hurtleston Rogers II.
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07562 for letter to Mary B. Rogers at Columbia University, New York, dated November 7, 1906.

Roosevelt, [Theodore], ALS to. Aug. 11, [1902]. August 11, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919 (Recipient)
Note to Mr Roosevelt Clemens +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08227.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals
Root, Oren, Jr., 1838 - 1907 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08892.

Rush, Sam Stone [correctly Bush, Sam Stone], draft AL to. Aug. [9, 1893]. August 9, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Bush, Samuel Stone, 1864-? (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:101A
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 11476.

Scott [Frank H.], draft ALS to. Jun. 18, 1895. June 18, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Scott, Frank Hall, 1848-1912 (Correspondent) Rogers, Henry Hurtleston, 1840-1909 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 10796.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)
[Seaver, David W.], ALS to. Oct. 29, 1909. October 29, 1909
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Seaver, David Watton (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08294.

Secretary of the US Treasury, draft of letter to. Oct. 13, 1902. October 13, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Shaw, Leslie M. (Leslie Mortier), 1848-1932 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Mark Twain Letter to Secretary of the Treasury Wash. DC
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08230.

Sharples, [Jenny], ALS to. May 1, 1883. May 1, 1883
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Sharples, Jenny (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02570.

Simons, M[ichael] L[aird], ALS to. Jan. 27, [1873]. Previously Jan. 27, [n.y.]. January 27, 1873
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Simons, M. Laird (Michael Laird), 1843-1880 (Recipient)
envelope: Autograph letter signed: Hartford, to M.L.Simons [originally in Howe case, removed for conservation]
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00868.

[Smith, Benjamin E.], draft letter to. Aug. 1, 1906. In hand of Isabel Lyon.
August 1, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Smith, Benjamin E. (Benjamin Eli), 1857-1913 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
(Secretary)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07491, sent version, dated Aug. 6, 1906.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramsSpalding, Percy, 1854 - 1930 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05514.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Spalding, Percy, 1854 - 1930 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05612.

Spalding, [Percy], ALS to. Jul. 6, [1899]. July 6, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Spalding, Percy, 1854 - 1930 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05617.

Spalding, [Percy], telegram to. Oct. 17, 1899. October 17, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramsSpalding, Percy, 1854 - 1930 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05623.
Spalding, [Percy], ALS to. [n.d.]. August 3, 1899?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Spalding, Percy, 1854 - 1930 (Recipient)
SLC requests envelopes to send MS, implying that he is in London. Spalding's notes with the necessary dimensions, include date 4.8.'99 [i.e. Aug. 4, 1899], probably date of receipt of the note.
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 09003.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Spofford, Ainsworth Rand, 1825-1908 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05502.

December 31, 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals Standring, George (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07282.

Stanley, [Henry Morton], ALS to. Nov. 18, 1886. November 18, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Stanley, Henry M. (Henry Morton), 1841-1904
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02651.

Staples, Kate, ALS to. Oct. 8, 1886. October 8, 1886
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Staples, Kate (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letter to Miss Kate Staples England +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02647.

Steadman [i.e. Stedman], [Arthur], ALS to. Dec. 8, 1892. December 8, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Stedman, Arthur Griffin, 1859-1908
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:87B
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04625.

Stedman, [Edmund C.], ALS to. Jan. 15, 1885. January 15, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1885; 1st ed., 2nd state), c1. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Stedman, Edmund Clarence, 1833-1908 (Recipient)
Printed book: [Clemens], Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (1885; 1st ed., 2nd state), c1.
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02603.

Stillson, [Jerome B.], ALS to. Mar. 23, 1874. March 23, 1874
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Stillson, Jerome B., 1841 - 1880 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Letter to Stillson +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02469.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals Stockbridge, Anne W. (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02245.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

[Stoddard], Charles [Warren], ALS to. Oct. 26, 1881. October 26, 1881
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Stoddard, Charles Warren, 1843-1909 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
SLC ALS to Stoddard
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02554.

Stoker, [Bram], AL. [Nov. 19, 1887]. Previously [n.d.]. November 19, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Stoker, Bram, 1847-1912 (Recipient)
Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02679.

Stoker, [Bram], ALS to. Mar. 29, 1891. March 29, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Stoker, Bram, 1847-1912 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04579.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Stoker, Bram, 1847-1912 (Recipient)
Letter to Bram Stoker +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05243.

[Stoker, Bram], card to. Dec. 26, [1909]. December 26, 1909
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
cardsStoker, Bram, 1847-1912
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08295.

Success Magazine, AL to. Copy in Isabel Lyon's hand. October 12, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
JournalsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary) Success Magazine, 1898 - present (Recipient)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02274.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 card) (1 card)
Visiting cardsTeller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03349.

[Teller], Charlotte, ALS. Apr. 13, [1906]. April 13, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Year taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08254.

[Teller], Charlotte, ALS. [Apr. 20 & 21, 1906]. April 20, 1906 - April 21, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Dated Friday evening and Saturday evening. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08255.
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

[Teller], Charlotte, ALS. [May 4, 1906]. May 4, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Dated Friday evening. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08256.

[Teller, Charlotte], ALS. [ca. May 6, 1906]. circa May 6, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08257.

[Teller, Charlotte], ALS. [ca. May 7, 1906]. circa May 7, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Dated Friday evening. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08259.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (4 double leaves + 1 double leaf) (4 double leaves + 1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient) Langdon, Charles Jervis, 1849 - 1916 (Correspondent)
Dates taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08259.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient) Langdon, Charles Jervis, 1849 – 1916 (Correspondent)

Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Enclosure with Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08259

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Dated Sunday night. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08260.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Dated Monday. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03595.

[Teller], Charlotte, ALS. Jun. 16, 17 & 18, [1906]. June 16, 1906 - June 18, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (4 double leaves) (4 double leaves)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Year taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08261.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03618.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Date Thursday afternoon. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03521.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Dated T uesday. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08264.

[Teller], Charlotte, ALS. Aug. 27, 1906. August 27, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08266.

[Teller], Charlotte, ANS. [Sep. 20, 1906]. September 20, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Visiting cardsTeller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03425.

[Teller], Charlotte, ALS. [Sep. 24, 1906]. September 24, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Dated Monday, 6.15 p.m. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03549.

[Teller], Charlotte, ALS. [Oct. 1, 1906], October 1, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Dated Monday. Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03690.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08267.

[Teller], Charlotte, ALS. Oct. 9, 1906. October 9, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08268.
Correspondence (cont.)

Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Teller, Charlotte, ALS. [Jul, 1909]. circa July 1909
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Teller, Charlotte, b. 1876 (Recipient)
Mark Twain's Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08293.

Toncray, Alex C., AL to. Mar. 8, 1906. Copy in Isabel Lyon's hand. March 8, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals Toncray, Alexander C., 1837 - 1933 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)

Townsend, Malcolm, ALS. Apr. 22, 1867. April 22, 1867
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876, 1st ed, 1st issue). c1. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Townsend, Malcolm, b. 1847 (Recipient)
Printed book: [Clemens], Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876, 1st ed, 1st issue). c1.
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 2444.

Trask, [Mary C.], ALS to. Dec. 30, 1901. December 30, 1901
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Trask, Mary C. (Recipient)
Mark Twain Letter to Mrs Trask
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02444.

[Trow], Grace W., ALS to. Apr. 7, 1887. Previously ALS to "Madam"______, Apr. 7, 1885. April 7, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Trow, Grace Belden Wilbur, 1864 - 1955 (Recipient)
The year is unclear: the final digit appears to be a 5 with a 7 written over it or vice versa.
The letter appears to answer one from Grace Wilbur Trow addressed to SLC on 4 Apr. 1887
(UCCCL 43257) and UCCL/Mark Twain Project identifies the addressee as Trow and the date
as 1887.

m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 03555 [and 09052, retired].

Trowbridge, Clara, ALS to. Dec. 20, 1881. December 20, 1881
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Trowbridge, Clara (Recipient)
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 1
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02558.

October 23, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals Twe, Didwo, c.1879 - 1960 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08269.

[Twichell], Joseph, AL to. Aug. 5-25, 1906. Copy in Isabel Lyon's hand. circa August 5, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journals Twichell, Joseph Hopkins, 1838-1918 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
(Secretary)
Date between August 5 and 25. UCCL gives August 5.
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 07492.

80
Correspondence (cont.)

Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf & 1 double leaf) (1 leaf & 1 double leaf)
Underhill, Charles Munson, 1839 - 1924 (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
SLC ALS to Underhill Aug 6 1872
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08269.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Underhill, Charles Munson, 1839 - 1924 (Recipient)
For explanation of "Dombrowski," see: The Colophon 1.4 (Spring 1936), pp. 633-35. Charles M. Underhill's son explains that Clemens gave the nickname "Dombrowski" to his father after a card game where Clemens lost to Underhill. "You're a —— Dombrowski!" alluding to "the arch conspirator and communist leader in the French Revolution...." probably Ladislaus Dombrowski of the French Civil War of 1871, in the news around the time of the card game.
SLC ALS to Dombrowski
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02638.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Underhill, Charles Munson, 1839 - 1924 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Underhill Oct. 27 1902
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08232.

Underhill, [Irving S.], ALS to. Apr. 6, 1893 April 6, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Underhill, Irving S., 1866-1937 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Underhill Apr 6 1893
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04639.

Underhill, [Irving S.], ALS to. May 23, 1900. May 23, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Underhill, Irving S., 1866-1937 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Underhill May 23 1900
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08199.

Underhill, [Irving S.], ALS to. Jan. 1, 1901. January 1, 1901
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Underhill, Irving S., 1866-1937 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Underhill Jan 1 1901
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08214.

Underhill, [Irving S.], ALS to. Jan. 3, 1902. January 3, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Underhill, Irving S., 1866-1937 (Recipient)
SLC ALS to Underhill Jan 3 1902
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08225.

Walker, [John Brisben], ALS to. Aug. 20, 1898. August 20, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Walker, John Brisben, 1847-1931 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05493.

[Warner], Charles [Dudley] and Susan, ALS to. [Apr. 12, 1894]. Previously [Mar. 30, 1893]. April 12, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Warner, Charles Dudley, 1829-1900 (Recipient) Warner, Susan Lee, d. 1921 (Recipient)
Date taken from UCCL/Mark Twain Project. Previous date derives from Isabel Lyon's note.
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04909.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

[Warner], Susan, ALS to Dec. 25, 1880. December 25, 1880
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Warner, Susan Lee, d. 1921 (Recipient)
ALS to Mrs Charles D Warner
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08919.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Waterbury Watch Co.
Recipient identified by note to volume contents (R. H. Huttee). Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 14
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 09044.

Watt, [Robert], ALS to Jan. 26, 1875. January 26, 1875
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf & 2 leaves) (1 double leaf & 2 leaves)
Watt, Robert, 1837 - 1924 (Recipient)
Mark Twain ALS to Mr Watt
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02484.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Watts, W. H. (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
The recipient is identified by UCCL/Mark Twain Project.
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 08086.

Webb, [Charles H.], ALS to. Nov. 25, [1867]. Previously Nov. 25, [n.y.]. Photostat negative. November 25, 1867
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Webb, Charles Henry, 1834-1905
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 00160, held in Indiana University Lilly Rare Books, Bloomington, IN.

[Webster], Charles [L.], ALS to. Apr. 25, 1887. April 25, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Webster, Charles L., 1851-1891
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:10
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02630.

[Webster], Charles [L.], ALS to. Jun. 16, 1887. June 16, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Webster, Charles L., 1851-1891 (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:12
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02661.

[Webster], Charles [L.], ALS to. Jun. 20, 1887. June 20, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Webster, Charles L., 1851-1891 (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:13
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02662.

[Webster], Charles [L.], ALS to. Aug. 3, 1887. August 3, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Webster, Charles L., 1851-1891 (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:17
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02667.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Recipient(s)</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 16, 1887</td>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>Charles L., 1851-1891</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug. 23, 1887</td>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>Charles L., 1851-1891</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 5, 1887</td>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>Charles L., 1851-1891</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 14, 1886</td>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>Charles L., 1851-1891</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 10, 1887</td>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>Charles L., 1851-1891</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul. 24, 1887</td>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>Charles L., 1851-1891</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (8 leaves) (8 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep. 18, 1887</td>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>Charles L., 1851-1891</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (8 leaves) (8 leaves)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun. 1, 1893</td>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>Charles L., 1851-1891</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct. 14, 1887</td>
<td>Webster</td>
<td>Charles L., 1851-1891</td>
<td>Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Webster, C. L., & Co., ALS to. Oct. 17, 1887. October 17, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Charles L. Webster and Company (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:26
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02677.

Webster, C. L., & Co., ALS to. Nov. 3, 1887. November 3, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Charles L. Webster and Company (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:27
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02678.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Charles L. Webster and Company (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 1:28
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02680.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Charles L. Webster and Company (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:30
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02683.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 envelope) (1 envelope)
Charles L. Webster and Company
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:72A
[Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04597.]

Wirth, [Bettina], ALS to. [after Nov. 25, 1897]. circa November 28, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Wirth, Bettina, 1849 - 1917 (Recipient)
SLC in Vienna at end of November 1897 & 1898 (& 1905). Text gives Thanksgiving Day as November 25, which matches 1897.
UCCL/Mark Twain Project give 1898, when Thanksgiving was November 24. No clear reason, unless it was moved to Friday by the US Embassy or the account was written a year later.
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05497.

Yost, Mrs Robert M., ALS to. Jan. 14, 1887. January 14, 1887
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Yost, Alice Kern, 1866 - 1955 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02654.

Unknown, ALS to. May 11, 1884. May 11, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Roughing It (1872). c2. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Printed book: [Clemens], Roughing It (1872). c2.
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02579.

Unknown, ALS to. Dec. 26, 1885. December 26, 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02625.

Unknown, ALS to. Jan. 12, 1892 January 12, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:74A
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 04607.
Correspondence (cont.)
Outgoing Correspondence (cont.)

Unknown, ALS to. May 24, 1898. May 24, 1898
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Life on the Mississippi (1883; 1st ed., 1st issue). c2. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05490.

Unknown, ALS to. Mar. 13, 1897. March 13, 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 4
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05506.

Unknown, AL to. Dec. 29, 1905. Copy in Isabel Lyon's hand. December 29, 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Journal.
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02181.

Incoming Correspondence

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey, 1836-1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Alaich, Thomas Bailey, 1836-1907 (Author)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 35396.

Bergsten, Nils
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Bergsten, Nils (Author) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
m.b. ALS R - end
No record in Mark Twain Project incoming correspondence.

Caldwell, William Hay, 1859-1941
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Caldwell, William Hay, 1859-1941 (Author)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 35214.

Ceall [Croll], D.
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Ceall [Croll], D. (Author)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 43466.

Chapman, Eleanor Jay, 1839 - 1921
Chapman, Eleanor Jay, ALS to SLC. [1906]. Previously [1907]. 1906
Berg Coll MSS Nye + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Chapman, Eleanor Jay, 1839 - 1921 (Author)
Isabel Lyon gives a date of 1907, but UCCL/Mark Twain Project favor 1906.
Nye Letter Mrs Chapman Letter +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 42619.
Correspondence (cont.)
Incoming Correspondence (cont.)

Chatto & Windus (Firm)

[Chatto and Windus], autograph draft letter to SLC. early 1882. circa April 15, 1882 - May 31, 1882
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Author)
Written after B. H. Ticknor's ALS, Apr. 15, 1882 (UCCL 50555; see Related Correspondence), outlining contents of The Stolen White Elephant being published by James R. Osgood and promising to send sheets. Chatto edition published 10 June 1882, a few days before the Osgood American edition.
m.b. ALS R - end
No record in Mark Twain Project incoming correspondence.

Christensen, Margaret

Christensen, Margaret, ALS to SLC. Jan. 3, 1907. January 3, 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Christensen, Margaret (Author)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 35816.

Crane, Theodore 1831 - 1889

Crane, (Theodore) W., ALS to SLC. Nov. 5, [n.y.] 1870 - 1888
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Crane, Theodore 1831 - 1889 (Author)
Date range based on SLC's marriage to Olivia Langdon, making Theodore Crane his brother-in-law by marriage (Crane married to Susan Langdon), and Crane's death.
A Tramp Abroad Original Autograph Manuscript on the 22nd Chapter
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters, no record found.

Doubleday, Frank Nelson, 1862-1934

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Doubleday, Frank Nelson, 1862-1934 (Author)
m.b. ALS R - end

Fairchild, Charles S.

Fairchild, Charles, ALS to SLC. Feb. 26, 1884. February 26, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Fairchild, Charles S. (Author)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 41794.

Frost, Lowell C.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Frost, Lowell C. (Author)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 35199.

Hall, William Theodore, 1870 - 1924

Hall, W. T., ALS to SLC. Mar. 15, 1906. March 15, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Hall, William Theodore, 1870 - 1924 (Author)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 35324.
Correspondence (cont.)
Incoming Correspondence (cont.)

Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920
Howells, W. D., TL to SLC. Aug. 1, 1906. August 1, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Howells (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Author)
Howells Typewritten letter to Samuel Clemens 1906
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 35528.

Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920
Howells, W. D., ALS to SLC. Jul. 8, 1908. July 8, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Howells m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Author)
m.b. Howell - Howes
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 48211.

Jones, David Morgan,
Jones, Father David Morgan, ALS to SLC. Nov. 9, 1906. November 9, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Jones, David Morgan, (Author)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 35683.

Langdon, Charles Jervis, 1849 - 1916
Langdon, Charles J., TLS to SLC. May 23, 1906. May 23, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Langdon, Charles Jervis, 1849 - 1916 (Author)
Mark Twain’s Letters to Charlotte Teller
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 48823.

Noel, Lillie T.
Noel, Lillie T., ALS to SLC. Mar. 8, 1906. March 8, 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 double leaves) (2 double leaves)
Noel, Lillie T. (Author)
Letterbook. Dec. 29, 1905-March 4, 1907
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 35296.

Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909
Rogers, H[enry] H[uttleston], TLS to SLC. Mar. 3, 1894. March 3, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Author)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 45992 relates to a copy at University of Virginia, Charlottesville.

Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909
Rogers, H[enry] H[uttleston], TLS to SLC. Jul. 16, 1895. July 16, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Author)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 46057 relates to copy at University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.

Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909
Rogers, H[enry] H[uttleston], TLS to SLC. Jul. 25, 1895. July 25, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Author)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 46060 relates to copy at University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.
Correspondence (cont.)
Incoming Correspondence (cont.)

Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Author)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 46126, relates to copy at University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.

Bush, Samuel Stone, 1864-?
Rush, Sam Stone [correctly Bush, Sam Stone], ALS to SLC. Jul. 19 [1893].
July 19, 1893
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Bush, Samuel Stone, 1864-? (Author)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 4:101B
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 45935.
SLC construed the surname as Rush, so listed under Rush, rather than correct form of Bush.

Smith, Benjamin E. (Benjamin Eli), 1857-1913
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Smith, Benjamin E. (Benjamin Eli), 1857-1913 (Author) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Secretary)
Smith writing as editor of the Century Dictionary concerning inclusion of "labrick" as used in Pudd'nhead Wilson.
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 35524.

Spalding, Percy, 1854 - 1930
Spalding, Percy, draft telegram to SLC. May [23?], 1899. May 23, 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
TelegramssSpalding, Percy, 1854 - 1930 (Author)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters, no entry found.

Symons, Alfred F.
Symons, Alfred F., ALS to SLC. Aug. 3, 1907. August 3, 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Symons, Alfred F. (Author) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 50556.

Tillotsons' Newspaper Literature, Bolton, England
Tillotson & Son, TLS to SLC. May 19, 1892 May 19, 1892
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Tillotsons' Newspaper Literature, Bolton, England (Author)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:80A
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 45825 for copy at University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.

Warner, George H., 1833-1919
W[arner], G[eorge] H., ALS to SLC. Nov. 17, 1891. November 17, 1891
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Warner, George H., 1833-1919 (Author)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 3:69A
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 45678.

Watson, Mary Y.
Watson, [Mary Y.], AL to SLC. Aug. 11, 1882 August 11, 1882
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Watson, Mary Y. (Author)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 38091.
Correspondence (cont.)

Related Correspondence

Butler, Nicholas Murray, 1862-1947
Berg Coll MSS Butler m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Butler, Nicholas Murray, 1862-1947 (Author) Walpole, Hugh, Sir, 1884-1941 (Recipient)
Inviting Walpole to Hundredth Anniversary celebration of birth of Mark Twain by American Academy of Arts.
m.b. Bus - But
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters, no record.

Clemens, Olivia Langdon, 1845-1904
Clemens, Olivia Langdon, ALS to Mrs Gerhardt. Aug. 7, 1881. August 7, 1881
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 double leaf & 1 leaf) (1 double leaf & 1 leaf)
Clemens, Olivia Langdon, 1845-1904 (Author) Gerhardt, Hattie J. (Recipient) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Olivia L. Clemens ALS to Mrs Gerhardt
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 02552.

Conway, Moncure Daniel, 1832-1907
Berg Coll MSS Conway, M. D. m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Conway, Moncure Daniel, 1832-1907 (Author) Chatto, Andrew, 1841-1913 (Recipient)
Conway asks Chatto to make sure he goes through him to contact SLC.
m.b. Cons - Conw
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters, no record.

Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920
Berg Coll MSS Howells inserted in Howells, My Mark Twain (1910). c1. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Author) Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters, no record.

Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920
Berg Coll MSS Howells inserted in Howells, My Mark Twain (1910). c2. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Author) Duneka, Frederick A., d. 1919 (Recipient)
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters, n/a.
Correspondence (cont.)
Related Correspondence (cont.)

Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920
Howells, [William Dean], ALS to unknown agent. Feb. 27, 1918
February 27, 1918
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Author)
Regarding conditions for sale of SLC's letters.
m.b. ALS to Howells
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 50235.

Howells, [William Dean], ALS to Ayer [Dana S.?]. Mar. 9, 1918
March 9, 1918
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920Ayer, Dana S., 1862 - ?
Regarding sale of SLC's letters.
m.b. ALS to Howells
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 50236.

Johnson, Merle De Vore, 1874-1935
Johnson, Merle, ALS to J. N. Larned. [1927?]. 1927?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
(Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
No record in Mark Twain Project correspondence.

Larned, J. N. (Josephus Nelson), 1836-1913
Larned, J. N., ALS to his father. Sep. 29, 1862. September 29, 1862
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
(Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
No record in Mark Twain Project correspondence.

Larned, Mary
Larned, Mary, ALS to Irving S. Underhill. Jan. 6, 1928. January 6, 1928
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Larned, Mary (Author) Underhill, Irving S., 1866-1937 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
No record in Mark Twain Project correspondence.

Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 card) (1 card)
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Author) Howe, William T. H., 1874 – 1939
m.b. ALS R - end
No record in Mark Twain Project correspondence.

Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
Lyon, Isabel V., ALS to W. T. H. Howe. May 17, 1933. May 17, 1933
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Author) Howe, William T. H., 1874 – 1939 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
No record in Mark Twain Project correspondence.
Correspondence (cont.)

Related Correspondence (cont.)

Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Author) Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 10987, where it is treated as "Isabel V. Lyon for SLC to James B. Pond". Though the title looks closer to "Mrs" than "Mr," the content indicates J. B. Pond rather than Mrs Pond.

Nye, Bill, 1850-1896
Nye, Edgar W., ALS to W_____. Jul. 1, 1890 July 1, 1890
Berg Coll MSS Nye + (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Nye, Bill, 1850-1896 (Author)
Nye Letter Mrs Chapman Letter +
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 45147.

Paine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937
Paine, Albert Bigelow, TLS to Irving S. Underhill. Apr. 23, [1921?]. April 23, 1921
Berg Coll MSS Paine, A. B. m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Paine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937 (Author) Underhill, Irving S., 1866-1937 (Recipient)
Refers to finishing biography of Twain (1912) "a dozen years ago... nine years ago".
m.b. Pai
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters, no record.

Putnam, George Haven, 1844-1930
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Putnam, George Haven, 1844-1930 (Author) Doubleday, Frank Nelson, 1862-1934 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
No record in Mark Twain Project correspondence.

Rice, J. M.
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Rice, J. M. (Author) Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Recipient)
Rice editor of The Forum.
Viz. SLC to JBP, Nov. 6, 1898, UCCL 05498, "Rice knows mighty..."
m.b. ALS R - end
No record in Mark Twain Project correspondence.

Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909
Rogers, H[enny] H[uttleston], TLS to Olivia Langdon Clemens. Aug. 2, 1895. August 2, 1895
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Rogers, Henry Huttleston, 1840-1909 (Author) Clemens, Olivia Langdon, 1845-1904 (Recipient)
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 46062, relates to copy at University of California, Mark Twain Papers, The Bancroft Library, Berkeley.

Seaver, Romaine W.
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Seaver, Romaine W. (Author) Marks, Harry (Recipient)
Relates to provenance of copy of The Gilded Age, Hartford, 1874.
m.b. ALS R - end
No record in Mark Twain Project correspondence.
Correspondence (cont.)
Related Correspondence (cont.)

Sherman, Thomas Ewing, 1856-1933
Sherman, P. T.
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Sherman, Thomas Ewing, 1856-1933 (Author) Sherman, P. T. (Author) Charles L. Webster and Company (Recipient)
Autograph Letters of Mark Twain + 2:49
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 45490.

Stoker, Bram, 1847-1912
Stoker, Bram, ALS to unidentified recipient. Jan. 6, 1897. January 6, 1897?
Berg Coll MSS Stoker m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Stoker, Bram, 1847-1912 (Author) [Andrew] Chatto, Andrew, 1841-1913 (Recipient)
Publication of The Stolen White Elephant.
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters [46132?]

Ticknor, Benjamin Holt, 1842-1914
Ticknor, B. H., ALS to [Andrew] Chatto. Apr. 15, 1882. April 15, 1882
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 double leaf) (1 double leaf)
Ticknor, Benjamin Holt, 1842-1914 (Author) Chatto, Andrew, 1841-1913 (Recipient)
Publication of The Stolen White Elephant.
m.b. ALS R - end
Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 50555.

Financial and Legal Documents
Agreement between SLC and Charles Frohman for the Stage Presentation of "Tom Sawyer" and "Huckleberry Finn." Nov. 21, 1900. November 21, 1900
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Legal memorandumsContractsFrohman, Charles, 1860-1915 (First party) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs
"Memorandum of an Agreement made" between SLC and J. B. Pond, Sept. 19, 1884, relating to Clemens-Cable readings. September 19, 1884
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Legal memorandumsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Second party)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs
Agreements, correspondence, forms, statements from various theatrical agencies concerning Samuel Langhorne Clemens from the files of the American Play Company. A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court, 76 August 7, 1929
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Literature--AdaptationsMemorandumsContractsLark, Charles Tressler, 1876-1946 (Other) American Play CompanyFox Film Corporation
Memo from Motion Picture Department of American Play Company, concerning receipt of $1000 for motion picture rights to "A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court" from Fox Film Corporation, August 9, 1919.
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs
Financial and Legal Documents (cont.)

Agreements, correspondence, forms, statements from various theatrical agencies concerning Samuel Langhorne Clemens from the files of the American Play Company. £1,000,000 Bank Note, 218 1909
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Literature--AdaptationsContractsHood, Basil, 1864-1917 (Signer) American Play Company
Concerning dramatization rights for "£1,000,000 Bank Note."
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Agreements, correspondence, forms, statements from various theatrical agencies concerning Samuel Langhorne Clemens from the files of the American Play Company. Joan of Arc, 304 May 25, 1934 - October 2, 1934
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (5 leaves) (5 leaves)
Literature--AdaptationsLark, Charles Tressler, 1876-1946 Dann, Robert H. Hubman, Brown, Katherine M. RKO Radio Pictures American Play Company
Concerning film rights of "Joan of Arc."
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Agreements, correspondence, forms, statements from various theatrical agencies concerning Samuel Langhorne Clemens from the files of the American Play Company. Pudd'nhead Wilson, 530 May 18, 1915 - January 3, 1929
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (11 leaves) (11 leaves)
Literature--AdaptationsContractsTelegramsl Langdon, Jervis, 1875 - 1952 (Copyright holder) Mayo, Frank, 1839-1896 Mayo, Eleanor, d. ca. 1929 American Play Company Jesse L. Lasky Feature Play Company
Concerning dramatization rights of "Pudd'nhead Wilson."
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Agreements, correspondence, forms, statements from various theatrical agencies concerning Samuel Langhorne Clemens from the files of the American Play Company. Huckleberry Finn, 770 January 28, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Literature--AdaptationsContractsDillingham, C. B. (Charles Bancroft), 1868-1934 American Play Company
Concerning dramatization rights of "Huckleberry Finn."
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Agreements, correspondence, forms, statements from various theatrical agencies concerning Samuel Langhorne Clemens from the files of the American Play Company. The Man Who Corrupted Hadleyburgh, 1168 September 17, 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Literature--AdaptationsContractsHendrie, Ernest, 1859 - 1929 (Adapter) American Play Company
Contract for dramatization rights of "The Man Who Corrupted Hadleyburgh."
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Agreements, correspondence, forms, statements from various theatrical agencies concerning Samuel Langhorne Clemens from the files of the American Play Company. Pudd'nhead Wilson, 1534 November 22, 1900 - July 15, 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (33 leaves) (33 leaves)
Performance rights for dramatization of "Pudd'nhead Wilson."
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs
Financial and Legal Documents (cont.)

Agreements, correspondence, forms, statements from various theatrical agencies concerning Samuel Langhorne Clemens from the files of the American Play Company. Adventures of Tom Sawyer, 1824 April 1911 - June 1911
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (15 leaves) (15 leaves)

Literature - Adaptations - Contracts
Langdon, Charles Jervis, 1849 - 1916 (Copyright holder)
Loomis, E. E. (Edward Eugene), 1865-1937 (Copyright holder)
Freeman, Zoheth S., 1875 - 1932 (Copyright holder)
Kester, Paul, 1870-1933 (Adapter)
Harper & Brothers (Copyright holder)
American Play Company
Dramatization and performance rights for dramatization of "Tom Sawyer".
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

American Publishing Company. Books received from the Binderies Dec. 1st 1866 to Dec. 31 1879. December 1, 1866 - December 31, 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (110 leaves) (110 leaves)
Bookbinding - Registers
Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, 1835-1910 (Subject)
American Publishing Company (Hartford, Conn.) (Owner)
Tom Sawyer (American publishing company Books received) Information Relative to its Publication +

American Publishing Company. Manuscript memorandum in an unknown hand. 1879
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Copyright - Memorandums
American Publishing Company (Hartford, Conn.)
Relates to securing SLC's copyright in Britain.
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

November 28, 1856 - January 2, 1883
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (60 leaves + 1 leaf) (60 leaves + 1 leaf)
Account books - Cashbooks
Perkins, Charles E., 1832 - 1917 (Owner)
Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, 1835-1910 (Subject)
Kept by Charles E. Perkins, SLC's attorney in Hartford, CT, from 1872-1882.
Autograph Account Book Mark Twain

MS draft Agreement between SLC and Chatto and Windus in unknown hand. With MS "Suggestions" in hand of SLC. circa 1897
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (4 leaves) (4 leaves)
drafts - Contracts
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (First party)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Chatto & Windus (Firm)
Chatto and Windus. MS Accounts for Clemens's publications, 1890-94.
January 1, 1890 - December 31, 1894
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Accounts - Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Creator)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Chatto & Windus (Firm)
Chatto and Windus. MS Memorandum [1892]. July 25, 1892?
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Memorandums - Accounts
Chatto & Windus (Firm) (Creator)
Last item mentioned July 25, 1892. The memo must date from after this.
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs

Check for $4,309.42 made out to SLC by F(rank) E. Bliss, Jan. 31, 1870.
Endorsed by SLC. January 31, 1870
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
Account books - Bliss, Francis E. (Francis Edward) (Other)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs
Financial and Legal Documents (cont.)

Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (104 leaves) (104 leaves)
CashbooksAccountsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Creator) Cable, George Washington, 1844-1925 (Other)

Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (96 leaves) (96 leaves)
CashbooksAccountsPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Creator) Cable, George Washington, 1844-1925 (Other)

Pond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (16 leaves [+ 9 printed leaves]) (16 leaves [+ 9 printed leaves])
DiariesRegistersPond, James B. (James Burton), 1838-1903 (Creator) Cable, George Washington, 1844-1925 (Performer)
Pond, Major James Burton. Holograph register.

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
Legal memorandumsContractsWarner, Charles Dudley, 1829-1900 (First party) Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material) Bliss, Elisha P., Jr., 1822-1880 (Signer)
American Publishing Company (Hartford, Conn.) (Second party)
Original Agreement for the Gilded Age -- Clemens and Warner

Portraits and Pictorial Works

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne, 1835-1910 (Subject)
Portraits

Portraits

Bicknell, W. H. W. Portrait engraving of SLC, dated 1871. 1871 - 1899
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876, 1st ed, 1st issue). c1. (1 engraving) (1 engraving)
Date on the engraving is "1871" (when Bicknell was only 11), but a different exemplar of same image at Mark Twain Project has the legend "From a photograph, taken in 1871." Other engravings by Bicknell of SLC date from between 1884-1899.
Printed book: [Clemens], Adventures of Tom Sawyer (1876, 1st ed, 1st issue). c1.

Caricature self-portrait, etched on copper. Party favor for SLC's 67th birthday dinner guests. For Mr Van Tassell Sutphen. November 28, 1902
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 engraving) (1 engraving)
EngravingSutphen, Van Tassel, 1861-1945 (Recipient)
The copperplate engravings were party favors for the 53 guests at SLC's 67th birthday, celebrated at the Metropolitan Club, New York, on November 28, 1902.
All had an individual dedication on paper and a leather case with tooled name of recipient.
Caricature self-portrait with note of presentation...
Caricature self-portrait, etched on copper. Favor for SLC’s 67th birthday party guests. For Mr W. M. Laffan. November 28, 1902

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 engraving)  (1 engraving)

Engraving Laffan, William M. (Recipient)

The copperplate engravings were party favors for the 53 guests at SLC’s 67th birthday, celebrated at the Metropolitan Club, New York, on November 28, 1902.

All had an individual dedication on paper and a leather case with tooled name of recipient.

Original Copperplate of self-caricature by Mark Twain

Cesare [copy?], Caricature of SLC and Andrew Carnegie, 1906. circa April 19, 1906

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 leaf)  (1 leaf)

Caricatures Cesare, Oscar Edward, 1885-1948 Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919 (Subject)

Original Pen and Ink Drawing Cesare Mark Twain

Portrait photograph of Samuel L. Clemens. 1870 - 1885

Berg Coll MSS Clemens (1 photograph)  (1 photograph)

Portrait photographs

[Photograph of Clemens formerly laid in album] (Clemens) Koerner Album

[Reproduction of photograph of SLC in cart drawn by horse and ox, with driver and boy]. 1897

Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (1 leaf)  (1 leaf)

Photographs Frisbie, Thomas S., 1828 - 1903 (Photographer)

Twain and ALS to Clara Trowbridge + 17

[original letter: Union Catalog of Clemens Letters 05302].

Five photographs. SLC in a wicker chair, summer 1908, Redding, CT. June 1908 - August 1908

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph)  (1 photograph)

Portrait photographs Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)

m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Five photographs. SLC on the beach, February 1908, Hungry Bay, Bermuda. February 1908

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph)  (1 photograph)

Portrait photographs Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)

m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Five photographs. SLC in doctoral gown, September 1907, Tuxedo, NY. September 1907

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph)  (1 photograph)

Portrait photographs Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)

m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Five photographs. SLC on a rockery, summer 1907, Tuxedo, NY. June 1907 - August 1907

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph)  (1 photograph)

Portrait photographs Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)

m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Five photographs. SLC on a verandah in a wicker chair, August 1907, Tuxedo, NY. August 1907

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph)  (1 photograph)

Portrait photographs Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)

m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Portrait photograph of Samuel L. Clemens. 1870 - 1885

Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph)  (1 photograph)

Portrait photographs

m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs
Ritzmann, Charles L., Portrait photograph of Samuel Clemens. Previously given as "Fitzman, Charles L." 1870 - 1885
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsRitzmann, Charles L. (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

SCC and Dorothy Quick. September 1907. September 7, 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 photographs) (2 photographs)
SnapshotsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer) Quick, Dorothy Gertrude, 1896 - 1962 (Subject)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

SCC and Helen Allen. Bermuda, February 1908. February 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (2 photographs) (2 photographs)
SnapshotsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer) Twichell, Joseph Hopkins, 1838-1918 (Subject)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

SCC and Joseph Twichell. February 1907. February 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 photographs) (2 photographs)
SnapshotsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer) Twichell, Joseph Hopkins, 1838-1918 (Subject)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

SCC and Thomas Higginson. 1905. May 1905 - August 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
SnapshotsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer) Higginson, Thomas Wentworth, 1823-1911 (Subject)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

SCC and young woman [Margaret Blackmer]. 1904 - 1909
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
SnapshotsBlackmer, Margaret Gray, 1897 – 1987 (Subject)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

SCC in black suit and tie, seated in armchair. 1904. 1904
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Seven photographs. SCC on a verandah, smoking. Photograph series, "the progress of a moral purpose..." 1 of 7: "Shall I learn to be good? I will sit here and think it over..." August 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsPaine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Seven photographs. SCC on a verandah, smoking. Photograph series, "the progress of a moral purpose..." 2 of 7: "There do seem to be so many diffi..." August 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsPaine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Seven photographs. SCC on a verandah, smoking. Photograph series, "the progress of a moral purpose..." 3 of 7: "And yet if I should _really_ try..." August 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsPaine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs
Seven photographs. SLC on a verandah, smoking. Photograph series, "the progress of a moral purpose..." 4 of 7: "...and just put my whole _heart_ in it...." August 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsPaine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Seven photographs. SLC on a verandah, smoking. Photograph series, "the progress of a moral purpose..." 5 of 7: "...But then I couldn't break the Sab...." August 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsPaine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Seven photographs. SLC on a verandah, smoking. Photograph series, "the progress of a moral purpose..." 6 of 7: original missing, magazine clipping: "...and there's _so_ many other privileges, that, perhaps...." August 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsPaine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Seven photographs. SLC on a verandah, smoking. Photograph series, "the progress of a moral purpose..." 7 of 7: "Oh, never mind. I reckon I'm good enough just as I am." August 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsPaine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937 (Photographer)
Berg Coll MSS Clemens | m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Photograph of SLC on a verandah in wicker rocking chair, smoking. Inscribed and signed, 1906. August 1906
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in oversize, Clemens ZP8 C54 1906. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsPaine, Albert Bigelow, 1861-1937 (Photographer)
Printed book: oversize, Clemens ZP8 C54 1906.

SLC smoking pipe on verandah and by rockery, Tuxedo 1907. June 1907 - August 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 photographs) (2 photographs)
SnapshotsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

SLC standing on verandah, Dublin, NH. Summer, 1905. June 1905 - August 1905
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
SnapshotsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Six photographs of SLC strolling in white suit at Tuxedo, Aug. 1907. SLC with cigar, hands behind back. August 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
SnapshotsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs
Portraits and Pictorial Works (cont.)

Portraits (cont.)

Six photographs of SLC strolling in white suit at Tuxedo, Aug. 1907. SLC walking towards camera. August 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Snapshots Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Six photographs of SLC strolling in white suit at Tuxedo, Aug. 1907. SLC walking past camera, profile. August 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Snapshots Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Six photographs of SLC strolling in white suit at Tuxedo, Aug. 1907. SLC walking away from camera, hands behind back. August 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Snapshots Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Six photographs of SLC strolling in white suit at Tuxedo, Aug. 1907. SLC walking away, profile. August 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Snapshots Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Six photographs of SLC strolling in white suit at Tuxedo, Aug. 1907. SLC walking away. August 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Snapshots Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Three photographs of SLC and William Dean Howells at Redding, Connecticut. October 1908. Full length, close up, countryside in background and corner of house. October 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Snapshots Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer) Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Subject)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Three photographs of SLC and William Dean Howells at Redding, Connecticut. October 1908. Middle distance against house. October 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Snapshots Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer) Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Subject)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Three photographs of SLC and William Dean Howells at Redding, Connecticut. October 1908. Middle distance with house and open countryside in background. October 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Snapshots Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer) Howells, William Dean, 1837-1920 (Subject)
m.b. Clemens, S. L. Holographs

Two photographs of SLC walking in snow at Stormfield, Redding, CT, 1908. circa November 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 photographs) (2 photographs)
Snapshots Lyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer)
m.b. ALS I - Q
Portraits and Pictorial Works (cont.)
Portraits (cont.)

SLC and Helen Keller, 2 photographs. Jan. 1909. in Isabel Lyon's notes on books by SLC. January 10, 1909
Berg Coll MSS Clemens m.b. (2 photographs) (2 photographs)
PhotographsSnapshotsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Photographer) Keller, Helen, 1880-1968 (Subject)
m.b. (Clemens, S. L.) Holographs
Portrait photograph of Samuel L. Clemens, inscribed to Mr Robeson, signed, and dated Jul. 10, 1896. circa July 10, 1896
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in oversize, Clemens ZP F35 1896. (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographs

Photograph of Samuel L. Clemens, inscribed to "friend Richards," signed, and dated Jun. 19, 1907. circa June 19, 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in oversize, Clemens ZP8 I96 1907 (1 photograph) (1 photograph)
Portrait photographsRichards, P., fl. 1914 (Dedicatee)
Printed book: oversize, Clemens ZP8 I96 1907

Pictorial Works

Ink impression of SLC's right hand with identifying inscription by Merle Johnson. July 27, 1907
Berg Coll MSS Clemens inserted in [Clemens], Tragedy of Pudd'nhead Wilson (1894). c2. (1 leaf) (1 leaf)
PalmprintsPalmprintsLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material) Johnson, Merle De Vore, 1874-1935 (Writer of accompanying material)

Sketches of early English kings. [ca 1907]. circa 1907 - 1908
Berg Coll MSS Clemens + (2 leaves) (2 leaves)
Mnemonic devicesSketchesLyon, Isabel, 1863-1958 (Writer of accompanying material)
Mark Twain Sketches for English History +

Pen and ink drawings for engravings for Tom Sawyer, True W. Williams. 1876
Berg Coll MSS Clemens (3 leaves) (3 leaves)
IllustrationsWilliams, True (Illustrator)
Tom Sawyer Mark Twain Three Illustrations